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Abstract

Let G be a computable ordered abelian group. We show that the computable dimension of

G is either 1 or o; that G is computably categorical if and only if it has finite rank, and that if

G has only finitely many Archimedean classes, then G has a computable presentation which

admits a computable basis.
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1. Introduction

In this article, we examine countable ordered abelian groups from the perspective
of computable algebra. We begin with the definition and some examples of ordered
abelian groups.

Definition 1.1. An ordered abelian group is a pair ðG; pGÞ; where G is an abelian
group and pG is a linear order on G such that if a pG b; then a þ g pG b þ g for all
gAG:
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The simplest examples of ordered abelian groups are the additive groups Z and Q

with their usual orders. Another example is
P

o Z; the restricted sum of o many

copies of Z: The elements of this group are functions g :N-Z with finite support. To
compare two distinct elements g and h; find the least n such that gðnÞahðnÞ and set
goh if and only if gðnÞohðnÞ:

An abelian group is orderable if and only if it is torsion free. Therefore, all groups
in this article are torsion free. Also, since we consider only computable groups
(defined below), all groups in this article are countable.

One of the fundamental problems in computable algebra is to determine
which classical theorems are effectively true. That is, we ask whether a classical
theorem holds when all the algebraic objects are required to be computable.
To illustrate this perspective, consider the following two classical theorems of
field theory: every field has an algebraic closure, and a field is orderable if and
only if it is formally real. Rabin [14] proved that the first theorem is effectively
true, and Metakides and Nerode [12] proved that the second theorem is not
effectively true. That is, every computable field has a computable algebraic
closure, but there are computable formally real fields which do not have a
computable order.

To apply the techniques of computability theory to a class of algebraic structures,
we must first code these structures into the natural numbers. In the case of
ordered abelian groups, this means that we choose a computable set GCN of
group elements along with a computable function þG : G � G-G and a
computable relation pGCG � G which obey the axioms for an ordered abelian
group. The triple ðG;þG;pGÞ is called a computable ordered abelian group.
For simplicity, we often drop the subscripts on þG and pG; and we abuse
notation by referring to the computable ordered abelian group as G: If H is an
abstract ordered abelian group and G is a computable ordered group such that
HDG; then G is called a computable presentation of H: The intuition is that G is a
coding of H into the natural numbers to which we can apply the techniques of
computability theory.

For completeness, we give a more general definition of a computable structure,
which agrees with the definition above for the class of ordered abelian groups. The
most general definition, which allows the possibility of infinite languages, is not
needed here.

Definition 1.2. An algebraic structure A with finitely many functions and relations is
computable if the domain of the structure and each of the functions and relations is
computable. A computable presentation of a structure B is a computable structure A

which is isomorphic to B:

In this article, we consider only abstract ordered abelian groups which have some
computable presentation. Notice that this includes the examples given above, as well
as most naturally occurring countable examples. That is, it takes some work to build
a countable ordered group that has no computable presentation.
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If an abstract ordered abelian group H has a computable presentation, then it will
have many different computable presentations. One of the goals of computable
algebra is to study how the effective properties of H depend upon the chosen
presentation or coding. Consider the following example. Downey and Kurtz [2]
proved that there is a computable torsion free abelian group which has no
computable order and also no computable basis. Therefore, the theorem stating that
every torsion free abelian group has both an order and a basis is not effectively true.
In their proof, Downey and Kurtz gave a complicated coding of

P
o Z which

diagonalized against the existence of a computable order. However, it is clear that if
the group

P
o Z is coded in a ‘‘nice’’ way, then it will have a computable basis and

the lexicographic order described above will be computable.
The next reasonable question to ask is if every torsion free abelian group which

has a computable presentation also has one which admits a computable basis and a
computable order. The answer turns out to be yes, as shown for a basis in [1] and
for an order (which is a trivial consequence of Dobritsa’s work) in [18]. Therefore,
if a computable torsion free abelian group does not have a computable basis or a
computable order, then it is a consequence of the coding as opposed to a
fundamental property of the abstract isomorphism type of the group.

Unfortunately, Dobritsa’s methods do not in general preserve orders. However,
we will prove that an analogue of Dobritsa’s result does hold for a wide class of
computable ordered abelian groups. (The terms from ordered group theory are
defined after the introduction.)

Theorem 1.3. If G is a computable Archimedean ordered group, then G has a

computable presentation which admits a computable basis.

Theorem 1.4. If G is a computable ordered abelian group with finitely many

Archimedean classes, then G has a computable presentation which admits a computable

nonshrinking basis.

The computable ordered abelian groups which are the least affected by issues
of coding are those for which there is a computable isomorphism between any
two computable presentations. Such groups are called computably categorical.
More generally, we look at computable structures up to computable iso-
morphism. That is, we regard two computable structures as equivalent if there is a
computable isomorphism between them. This intuition motivates the following
definition.

Definition 1.5. Let A be a computable structure. The computable dimension of A is
the number of computable presentations of A up to computable isomorphism. If the
computable dimension of A is 1, then A is called computably categorical or
autostable.

A considerable amount of work has been done on the question of which
computable dimensions occur in various classes of algebraic structures.
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Theorem 1.6 (Dzgoev and Goncharov [3]; Goncharov [6,7]; Larouche [11];
Metakides and Nerode [12]; Nurtazin [13]; Remmel [15]). Every computable linear

order, Boolean algebra, abelian group, algebraically closed field, and real closed field

has computable dimension 1 or o:

For several of these classes of structures, there are algebraic conditions
which separate the computably categorical structures from those which have
computable dimension o: For example, a computable linear order is computably
categorical if and only if it has finitely many successive pairs of elements, and a
computable Boolean algebra is computably categorical if and only if it has finitely
many atoms.

These examples, unfortunately, give a picture that is too simple to hold in
general. The following theorem shows that for other classes of algebraic structures,
there exist computable structures which have finite computable dimensions other
than 1.

Theorem 1.7 (Dzgoev and Goncharov [3]; Goncharov et al. [9]). For each 1pnpo;
the following classes of algebraic structures contain examples which have computable

dimension exactly n: partially ordered sets, graphs, lattices, and nilpotent groups.

The class of ordered abelian groups is interesting from the perspective of
computable dimension because these groups have both an addition function and an
ordering relation. Of the examples listed above, only Boolean algebras have both
functions and an ordering, but for Boolean algebras, the order is definable from the
meet and join. Furthermore, Goncharov has proved two general theorems, the
Unbounded Models Theorem and the Branching Models Theorem (see [4]), stating
conditions under which all computable structures from a particular class of
structures must have dimension 1 or o: For ordered abelian groups, neither of these
theorems appears to apply. However, our main result, Theorem 1.8, shows that
computable ordered abelian groups must have computable dimension 1 or o:
Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 will be established during the proof of Theorem 1.8.

Theorem 1.8. Every computable ordered abelian group has computable dimension

1 or o: Furthermore, such a group is computably categorical if and only if it has finite

rank.

If G has finite rank, then clearly G is computably categorical. In fact, not only are
any two computable presentations of G computably isomorphic, every isomorphism
between two computable presentations is computable. It remains to show that if G

has infinite rank, then the computable dimension of G is o: We use the following
theorem from computable model theory to simplify our work.

Theorem 1.9 (Goncharov [8]). If a countable model A has two computable

presentations, A1 and A2; which are D0
2 but not computably isomorphic, then A has

computable dimension o:
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We split the proof of Theorem 1.8 into three cases. Since the interplay between the
group structure and the ordering can be quite complicated, we have to introduce new
algebra in each case to handle the internal combinatorics.

Theorem 1.10. If G is a computable ordered abelian group with infinitely many

Archimedean classes, then G has computable dimension o:

Theorem 1.11. If G is a computable Archimedean ordered group, then G has

computable dimension 1 or o: Furthermore, G is computably categorical if and only if

G has finite rank.

Theorem 1.12. If G is a computable abelian ordered group with finitely many

Archimedean classes, then G has computable dimension 1 or o: Furthermore, G is

computably categorical if and only if G has finite rank.

In Section 2, we present some background material in ordered abelian group
theory. In Section 3, we present the algebra necessary to prove Theorem 1.10,
and we give the proof in Section 4. In Sections 5 and 6, we describe the computability
theory and the algebra, respectively, used in the proofs of Theorems 1.11 and 1.3. We
prove Theorems 1.11 and 1.3 in Section 7 and we prove Theorems 1.12 and 1.4 in
Section 8.

The notation is standard and follows [16] for computability theory, and both [5,10]
for ordered abelian groups. The term computable always means Turing computable
and we use je; eAo; to denote an effective list of the partial computable functions. If
we designate a number n as ‘‘large’’ during a construction, let n be the least number
which is larger than any number used in the construction so far.

2. Ordered abelian groups

In this section, we introduce several useful concepts from the theory of ordered
groups.

Definition 2.1. Let G be an ordered group. The absolute value of gAG; denoted by
jgj; is whichever of g or �g is positive. For g; hAG; we say g is Archimedean

equivalent to h; denoted gEh; if there exist n;mAN with n;m40; such that jgjpGjnhj
and jhjpGjmgj: If gih and jgjojhj; g is Archimedean less than h; denoted g5h: G is
an Archimedean group if gEh for every g; hAGWf0Gg:

The Archimedean classes of G are the equivalence classes under E: Although
technically 0G forms its own Archimedean class, we typically ignore this class and
consider only the nontrivial Archimedean classes.

In Section 5, we give a full discussion of Hölder’s Theorem, but we state it here
since it is used in the proof of Lemma 3.5.
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Hölder’s Theorem. If G is an Archimedean ordered group, then G is isomorphic to a

subgroup of the naturally ordered additive group R:

Definition 2.2. Let G be a torsion free abelian group. The elements g0;y; gnAG are
linearly independent if, for all c0;y; cnAZ; the equality

c0g0 þ c1g1 þ?þ cngn ¼ 0

implies that ci ¼ 0 for all i: An infinite set is linearly independent if every finite subset
is independent. A maximal linearly independent set is called a basis, and the
cardinality of any basis is called the rank of G:

If a torsion free abelian group is divisible, then it forms a vector space over Q: In
this case, these definitions agree with the corresponding terms for a vector space.
Notice that if g and h are in different Archimedean classes, then they are
independent. Therefore, if G has infinitely many Archimedean classes, then G has
infinite rank.

Definition 2.3. If X ¼ fxijiANg is a basis for G; then each gAG; ga0G; satisfies a
dependence relation (or equation) of the form

ag ¼ c0x0 þ?þ cnxn;

where aAN; aa0; and each ciAZ: A dependence relation is called reduced if a40 and
the greatest common divisor of a and the nonzero ci coefficients is 1.

Obviously, any dependence relation can be transformed into a reduced one by
dividing. Suppose g and h both satisfy the equation ay ¼ c0x0 þ?þ cnxn: Then,
aðg � hÞ ¼ 0G; and since we consider only torsion free groups, g ¼ h: Therefore, any
dependence relation (regardless of whether x0;y; xn are independent) has at most
one solution. It will also be important that in any reduced equation, the coefficient a
is required to be positive.

Definition 2.4. For any XCG; we define the span of X to be the set of solutions to
the reduced equations ay ¼ c0x0 þ c1x1 þ?þ ckxk; where each xiAX : The span of
X is denoted by SpanðX Þ:

The notion of t-independence will be used to approximate a basis during the
constructions.

Definition 2.5. The elements g0;y; gn are t-independent if for all c0;y; cnAZ with
jcijpt; c0g0 þ?cngn ¼ 0G implies that each ci ¼ 0: The elements g0;y; gn are t-

dependent if they are not t-independent.

Definition 2.6. A subgroup H is convex if for all x; yAH and all gAG; xpgpy

implies that gAH:
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If H is a convex subgroup of G; then there is a natural order on the quotient group
G=H: The induced ordered on G=H is defined by a þ HpG=Hb þ H if and only if

a þ H ¼ b þ H or a þ Hab þ H and aob: In Section 8, we will use the fact that
a þ H oG=H b þ H implies that a oG b:

3. Algebra for Theorem 1.10

Throughout Sections 3 and 4, G denotes a computable ordered abelian group with
infinitely many Archimedean classes.

Definition 3.1. BCG has the nonshrinking property if for all fb1;y; bngCB with
b1E?Ebn; and for all xASpanðb1;y; bnÞ; if xa0G; then xEb1: A basis with the
nonshrinking property is called a nonshrinking basis.

We first establish, noneffectively, the existence of a nonshrinking basis.

Lemma 3.2. For any (possibly finite) independent set B ¼ fb1; b2;yg; there is an

independent set with the nonshrinking property B0 ¼ fb0
1; b0

2;yg such that for every i;
Spanðb1;y; biÞ ¼ Spanðb0

1;y; b0
iÞ:

Proof. Set b0
1 ¼ b1: For n41; consider all sums of the form c1b0

1 þ?þ cn�1b
0
n�1 þ

cnbn; where ciAZ and cna0: These sums can lie in at most n þ 1 different
Archimedean classes, so there is a least Archimedean class which contains one of
these elements. Set b0

n to be any of these sums which lies in this least Archimedean

class. Since cna0; bnASpanðb0
1;y; b0

nÞ:
To verify that B0 has the nonshrinking property, assume that b0

i1
E?Eb0

in
with

i1o?oin: Suppose there is an xASpanðb0
i1
;y; b0

in
Þ such that xa0G and x5b0

i1
:

Then, x satisfies a reduced equation of the form ax ¼ ci1b
0
i1
þ?þ cin b0

in
: Without

loss of generality, assume that cina0: By our construction of B0; b0
in
can be expressed

as a sum of b0
1;y; b0

in�1; bin in which the coefficient of bin is not zero. Replace b0
in
in

the equation for x by this sum and notice that the coefficient of bin is not zero.

Therefore, when b0
in

was chosen, ax was one of the other elements considered,

contradicting our choice of b0
in
: &

The following two lemmas follow directly from Lemma 3.2 and Definition 3.1.

Lemma 3.3. Any finite independent set with the nonshrinking property can be extended

to a nonshrinking basis.

Lemma 3.4. If B is a nonshrinking basis and fb1;y; bngCB with b1ub2u?ubn;
then for all xASpanðb1;y; bnÞ; if xa0G; then b1ux: We use xuy to denote that

either xEy or x5y:
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The reason for working with a nonshrinking bases is that there are no ‘‘large’’
elements which combine with other ‘‘large’’ elements to become ‘‘small’’. To be
more specific, suppose B is a nonshrinking basis and xEy are represented
by the reduced equations ax ¼

P
iAI cibi and by ¼

P
jAJ djbj: Since a; b40; xpy

if and only if abxpaby: To determine if xpy; it suffices to compare the sums
from the expressions abx ¼

P
iAI ðbciÞbi and aby ¼

P
jAJðadjÞbj: Let X ¼

fbkjkAI,Jg and let Y be the set of all k such that bkAX and bk is an element
of the largest Archimedean class occurring among the members of X : Define
x0 ¼

P
iAI-Y ðbciÞbi and y0 ¼

P
jAJ-Y ðadjÞbj : Because B is a nonshrinking

basis, x0Ebk and y0Ebk for all kAY : Therefore, x0oy0 implies that xoy: On the
other hand, if x0 ¼ y0; then we can compare the parts of the sums for bx and ay

generated by the basis elements in the second greatest Archimedean class in X :
Assuming that xay; we must eventually find a largest Archimedean class within X

for which the sums for abx and aby restricted to the basis elements in X in this class
disagree. Then xoy if and only if the restricted sum for abx is less than the restricted
sum for aby:

We prove a sequence of lemmas, culminating in the main combinatorial lemma
needed for the proof of Theorem 1.10. Our eventual goal is to show that if we have a
finite set GsCG with subsets C;PCGs satisfying particular conditions, then there is a
map d : Gs-G which preserves þ and o; which is the identity on P; and which
collapses the elements of C to a single Archimedean class. This property will allow us
to diagonalize against computable isomorphisms.

Lemma 3.5. Let g1;y; gk be elements in the least nontrivial Archimedean

class of G such that gi � gjEgi for all 1piajpk: There is a map

j : fg1;y; gkg-Z such that for all 1px; y; zpk; gx þ gy ¼ gz if and only if jðgxÞ þ
jðgyÞ ¼ jðgzÞ and gxogy if and only if jðgxÞpjðgyÞ: Furthermore, if gx40G; then

jðgxÞ40:

Proof. Consider the Archimedean subgroup H ¼ fgAGjgEg13g ¼ 0Gg; let
b1;y; bnAH be independent positive elements such that each gi is dependent on
fb1;y; bng; and let t be such that each gi is actually t-dependent on fb1;y; bng:
Each gi satisfies a unique reduced equation agi ¼ a1b1 þ?þ anbn in which 0oapt

and each jaijpt: Applying Hölder’s Theorem, fix an embedding c : H-R such that
cðb1Þ ¼ 1 and assume cðbiÞ ¼ ri for 1oipn:

Look at all sums of the form b1 þ b2r2 þ?þ bnrn in which each biAZ and

jbijp2t3: Because r1;y; rn are independent, the sums corresponding to different
choices of coefficients are different. Let qAQ; q40; be strictly less than the difference

between any two distinct sums of this form, let q0AQ be such that 0oq0oq=9nt3; and
pick q2;y; qnAQ such that jri � qijpq0:

Next, we prove four claims about sums involving the numbers ri and qi: Fix
arbitrary distinct sequences /a1;y; anS; /b1;y; bnS; and /g1;y; gnS such that

each ai; bi; giAZ and jaij; jbij; jgijpt3:
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Our first claim is that for such sequences,

a1 þ a2r2 þ?þ anrnob1 þ b2r2 þ?þ bnrn

3a1 þ a2q2 þ?þ anqnob1 þ b2q2 þ?þ bnqn:

This claim follows because

jða1 þ a2r2 þ?þ anrnÞ � ða1 þ a2q2 þ?þ anqnÞjpnt3q0pq=9;

jðb1 þ b2r2 þ?þ bnrnÞ � ðb1 þ b2r2 þ?þ bnrnÞjpnt3q0pq=9;

and

jða1 þ a2r2 þ?þ anrnÞ � ðb1 þ b2r2 þ?þ bnrnÞj4q:

Our second claim is that for all sequences as above, we have

ða1 þ a2r2 þ?þ anrnÞ þ ðb1 þ b2r2 þ?þ bnrnÞ ¼ ðg1 þ g2r2 þ?þ gnrnÞ

3ða1 þ a2q2 þ?þ anqnÞ þ ðb1 þ b2q2 þ?þ bnqnÞ ¼ ðg1 þ g2q2 þ?þ gnqnÞ:

Since 1; r2;y; rn are independent, we have that the top equality holds if and only if
gi ¼ ai þ bi for each i: Therefore, the ð)Þ direction is clear. To establish the ð(Þ
direction, assume that the bottom equality holds but the top does not. We get a
contradiction by considering the inequalities used to prove the first claim, together
with the following inequalities:

jðg1 þ g2r2 þ?þ grnÞ � ðg1 þ g2q2 þ?þ gqnÞjpq=9;

and

j½ða1 þ b1Þ þ ða2 þ b2Þr2 þ?þ ðan þ bnÞrn� � ðg1 þ g2r2 þ?þ grnÞj4q:

To verify the last inequality, notice that jai þ bijp2t3:
Let m be the least common multiple of the denominators of the reduced fractions

q2;y; qn: Let m0 ¼ m � t!; and define p1 ¼ m0; p2 ¼ m0q2;y; pn ¼ m0qn: Notice that
piAZ and t! divides pi for each i:

Our third claim is that

a1 þ a2r2 þ?þ anrnob1 þ b2r2 þ?þ bnrn

3a1p1 þ a2p2 þ?þ anpnob1p1 þ b2p2 þ?þ bnpn:

This claim follows from the first claim because

a1p1 þ?þ anpn ¼ m0ða1 þ a2q2 þ?þ anqnÞ
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and

b1p1 þ?þ bnpn ¼ m0ðb1 þ b2q2 þ?þ bnqnÞ:

Our fourth (and final) claim is that

ða1 þ a2r2 þ?þ anrnÞ þ ðb1 þ b2r2 þ?þ bnrnÞ ¼ ðg1 þ g2r2 þ?þ gnrnÞ

3ða1p1 þ a2p2 þ?þ anpnÞ þ ðb1p1 þ b2p2 þ?þ bnpnÞ

¼ ðg1p1 þ g2p2 þ?þ gnpnÞ:

This claim follows from the second claim just as the third claim follows from the first
claim.

For each gi; consider the unique reduced equation agi ¼ a1b1 þ?þ anbn:
Since c is a homomorphism, the equation ax ¼ a1 þ a2r2?þ anrn has the
unique solution x ¼ cðgiÞ in R: Because t! divides each pi and 0oapt; we
have that

ui ¼ a1
p1

a
þ?þ an

pn

a
AZ:

Define j by jðgiÞ ¼ ui:
To verify that j has the appropriate properties, fix x; y; z between 1 and k:

There are positive numbers a; b; and g; and integer sequences /a1;y; anS;
/b1;y; bnS; and /g1;y; gnS with the absolute value of all numbers bounded by t

such that

agx ¼ a1b1 þ?þ anbn; bgy ¼ b1b1 þ?þ bnbn; and ggz ¼ g1b1 þ?þ gnbn:

Because G is torsion free, gx þ gy ¼ gz if and only if abggx þ abggy ¼ abggz: Since

the coefficients in the sums for abggx; abggy; and abggz are all bounded by t3; all four

claims apply to these sums. The following calculation proves that addition is
preserved under j:

gx þG gy ¼ gz3abggx þG abggy ¼ abggz

3bgða1p1 þ?þ anpnÞ þZ agðb1p1 þ?þ bnpnÞ ¼ abðg1p1 þ?þ gnpnÞ

31=aða1p1 þ?anpnÞ þZ 1=bðb1p1 þ?þ bnpnÞ ¼ 1=gðg1p1 þ?þ gnpnÞ

3ux þZ uy ¼ uz3jðgxÞ þZ jðgyÞ ¼ jðgzÞ:
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The following equivalences prove that o is preserved under j:

gxogy3abgxoabgy

3bða1p1 þ?þ anpnÞoaðb1p1 þ?þ bnpnÞ

31=aða1p1 þ?þ anpnÞo1=bðb1p1 þ?þ bnpnÞ

3uxouy3jðgxÞojðgyÞ:

Finally, the fact that gx40G if and only if jðgxÞ40 is similar. &

Lemma 3.6. Let g1;y; gk be nonidentity elements such that giEgj and gi � gjEgi for

all 1piajpk: There is a map j : fg1;y; gkg-Z such that for all 1px; y; zpk;
gx þ gy ¼ gz implies that jðgxÞ þ jðgyÞ ¼ jðgzÞ; and gxogy implies that

jðgxÞojðgyÞ: Furthermore, gx40G if and only if jðgxÞ40:

Proof. If fg1;y; gkg are in the least nontrivial Archimedean class, then we have the
stronger result of Lemma 3.5. Otherwise, let N ¼ fgAGjg5g1g be the subgroup of
elements Archimedean less than g1: The elements g1 þ N;y; gk þ N are in the least
nontrivial Archimedean class of G=N: Also, if gxagy; then gx � gyEgx and so

gx � gyeN: Therefore if xay; then gx þ Nagy þ N; so Lemma 3.5 applies to

the elements g1 þ N;y; gk þ N in G=N: The lemma now follows from the
fact that gxogy implies gx þ Nogy þ N and that gx þ gy ¼ gz implies

gx þ N þ gy þ N ¼ gz þ N: &

Lemma 3.7. Let C ¼ fg1;y; gmg be such that g1ugiugm for each i: There is a map

d : C-G such that for all u; v;wAC; we have

1. dðuÞEgm;
2. u þ v ¼ w implies dðuÞ þ dðvÞ ¼ dðwÞ; and

3. uov implies dðuÞodðvÞ:

Proof. First, fix a nonshrinking basis B for G and let fb1;y; bkgCB be such that
CCSpanðb1;y; bkÞ and biugm for each i: Let t be such that jcjot for all coefficients
c used in the reduced equations for elements of C relative to fb1;y; bkg: Thus, every
element of C satisfies a unique reduced equation of the form ax ¼ c1b1 þ?þ ckbk;
with aot and each jcijot:

Second, divide fb1;y; bkg (by possibly renumbering the indices) into
fb1;y; bjg,fbjþ1;y; bkg where g1ubiugm for all ipj and bi5g1 for all i4j:

Let A ¼ fb1;y; bjg: Without loss of generality, assume that ACC (by expanding C

if necessary). Let C0 be the set of elements of G corresponding to the sums
Pj

i¼1 cibi

for every choice of coefficients with jcijpt3:
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Since C is finite, it intersects a finite number r of Archimedean classes. Further
partition A (again renumbering the indices if necessary) into

b1E?Ebd15bd1þ1E?Ebd25bd2þ1?5bdr�1þ1E?Ebj :

For notational convenience, let d0 ¼ 0; dr ¼ j: Therefore, each Archimedean class
within C is generated by bdy�1þ1;y; bdy

for some 0oypr: Let Ay ¼ fbdy�1þ1;y; bdy
g

and Dy ¼ SpanðAyÞ-ðC,C0Þ: When we have to verify statements for each Dy; we

will typically verify it for D1 and note that the proofs for the other Dy are the same

up to a change in subscripts.
The point of this notation is to think of dividing C,C0 into various categories.

Each Dy has the property that all of its elements are Archimedean equivalent and,

because our basis is nonshrinking, the difference between any two distinct elements
still lies in the same Archimedean class. Therefore, Lemma 3.6 can be applied to each
Dy: We will fix the images of these elements under d first.

There are also elements xASpanðAÞ such that xeDy for any y: Each biAA

is in some Dy set, so dðbiÞ is already defined. Therefore, we can use the fact that

the elements in SpanðAÞ are all solutions of equations over A to define the images
of the elements of SpanðAÞ �,Dy: Finally, there are the elements that involve

the basis elements fbjþ1;y; bkg; and we fix the images of these elements last.

We begin by applying Lemma 3.6 to each Dy to define maps jy : Dy-Z such that

for all u; v;wADy

u þ v ¼ w ) jyðuÞ þ jyðvÞ ¼ jyðwÞ;

uov ) jyðuÞojyðvÞ; and u40G3jyðuÞ40: ð1Þ

Next, we define a map j :
S

Dy-Z such that for all u; v;wA,Dy;

u þ v ¼ w ) jðuÞ þ jðvÞ ¼ jðwÞ;

upv ) jðuÞpjðvÞ; and u40G3jðuÞ40: ð2Þ

We define j on each Dy by induction on y; verifying at each step that Eq. (2)

holds. For xAD1; set jðxÞ ¼ t!j1ðxÞ: It is clear from Eq. (1) that Eq. (2) holds for all
u; v;wAD1: Let M1 be such that M14jjðxÞj for all xAD1:

For xAD2; set jðxÞ ¼ M1t!j2ðxÞ: Define M2 such that M24jjðx1Þj þ jjðx2Þj for
all x1AD1 and x2AD2: To see that j satisfies Eq. (2), let u; v;wAD1,D2: If u þ v ¼
w; then either u; v;wAD1 or u; v;wAD2; so Eq. (1) implies that þ is preserved.
Similarly, if u; vAD1 or u; vAD2; then it is clear that o is preserved. Consider uAD1

and vAD2: Then, uov implies that either u; v are both positive or else u is negative
and v is positive. In the first case, j1ðuÞ and j2ðvÞ are both positive, so jðuÞojðvÞ
follows from the fact that jðuÞoM1: In the second case, j1ðuÞ is negative and j2ðvÞ
is positive, so jðuÞojðvÞ: The cases for uAD2 and vAD1 are similar.
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We proceed by induction. For all xADy; set jðxÞ ¼ My�1t!jyðxÞ and define My

such that My4jjðx1Þj þ?þ jjðxyÞj for all choices of xiADi: The verification

that Eq. (2) holds is similar to the case of y ¼ 2 done above. Also, the fact that for
all xA

S
Dy; x40G if and only if jðxÞ40 follows from the fact that this holds for

each jy:

Fix hAG such that hEgm and h is positive. We begin to define the map d by setting
dðxÞ ¼ jðxÞh þ x for all xA,Dy: In particular, dðbiÞ is now defined for all biAA:

To give an equivalent definition for dðxÞ; assume xAD1 and x satisfies the reduced
equation ax ¼ a1b1 þ?þ ad1bd1 : By the proof of Lemma 3.5 and the fact that
biAD1 for 1pipd1; we have aj1ðxÞ ¼ a1j1ðb1Þ þ?þ ad1j1ðbd1Þ: Multiplying by t!
shows ajðxÞ ¼ a1jðb1Þ þ?þ ad1jðbd1Þ; which gives us

adðxÞ ¼ ajðxÞh þ ax

¼ða1jðb1Þ þ?þ ad1jðbd1ÞÞh þ ða1b1 þ?þ ad1bd1Þ

¼ a1dðb1Þ þ?þ ad1dðbd1Þ:

Therefore, once we have defined dðbiÞ ¼ jðbiÞh þ bi; we can define dðxÞ to be the
unique solution to

ax ¼ a1dðb1Þ þ?þ ad1dðbd1Þ:

(By the calculations above, this equation does have a solution.) The same
calculations with different subscripts give analogous results for each Dy:

Before continuing with the definition of d; we verify that for all
u; v;wAð

S
DyÞ-C0;

u þ v ¼ w ) dðuÞ þ dðvÞ ¼ dðwÞ and uov ) dðuÞodðvÞ:

To see that o is preserved, notice that uov implies that jðuÞojðvÞ; which in turn
implies that dðuÞ ¼ jðuÞh þ uojðvÞh þ v ¼ dðvÞ: To see that þ is preserved, it is
easiest to use the definition of d in terms of solutions of equations. Without loss of
generality assume that u; v;wAD1: Since they are also in C0; they satisfy equations
u ¼ a1b1 þ?þ ad1bd1 ; v ¼ b1b1 þ?þ bd1

bd1 ; and w ¼ g1b1 þ?þ gd1
bd1 : If u þ

v ¼ w; then ai þ bi ¼ gi for each ipd1: Therefore,

a1dðb1Þ þ?þ ad1dðbd1Þ þ b1dðb1Þ þ?þ bd1
dðbd1Þ ¼ g1dðb1Þ þ?þ gd1

dðbd1Þ;

and hence dðuÞ þ dðvÞ ¼ dðwÞ: The same argument works for any Dy with the

appropriate index substitutions.
Next, consider xASpanðAÞ; write ax ¼ a1b1 þ?þ ajbj as a reduced equation,

and recall that 0oaot: Define jðxÞ as the solution to ax ¼ a1jðb1Þ þ?þ ajjðbjÞ:
The fact that t! divides each jðbiÞ guarantees that jðxÞAZ: If xADy; this definition

agrees with value of jðxÞ we have already assigned. Set dðxÞ ¼ jðxÞh þ x; and as
above, notice that this definition is equivalent to defining dðxÞ as the solution to
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az ¼ a1dðb1Þ þ?þ ajdðbjÞ: Because this equation is equivalent to

az ¼ ða1jðb1Þ þ?þ ajjðbjÞÞh þ ða1b1 þ?þ ajbjÞ;

and because a divides each jðbiÞ as well as a1b1 þ?þ ajbj; this equation does have

a solution.
Again, we verify some properties before finishing the definition of d: We have now

defined d for all elements of C0: The argument that for all u; v;wAC0;

u þ v ¼ w ) dðuÞ þ dðvÞ ¼ dðwÞ and uov ) dðuÞodðvÞ

is essentially the same as for ð
S

DyÞ-C0: Also, we verify that for all xASpanðAÞ;
x40G if and only if jðxÞ40: Fix x and suppose it satisfies the reduced equation
ax ¼ a1b1 þ?þ ajbj: Consider the largest Archimedean class with nonzero terms in

a1b1 þ?þ ajbj : Let z be the element of C0 which is the restriction of the sum

a1b1 þ?þ ajbj to the terms from this largest Archimedean class. Because our basis

is nonshrinking, z lies in this largest Archimedean class, and hence it determines
whether x is positive or not. Therefore, x40G if and only if z40G: Since zADy for

some y; we have already verified that z40G if and only if jðzÞ40: Finally, since jðzÞ
is a multiple of My�1 and My�1 is larger than any sum of images of elements of

smaller Archimedean classes under j; we have that jðzÞ determines the sign of jðxÞ:
Altogether, these equivalences imply that x40G if and only if jðxÞ40:

To finish the definition of d; consider a remaining element gi and assume gi is a
solution to the reduced equation az ¼ c1b1 þ?þ cjbj þ cjþ1bjþ1 þ?þ ckbk:

Since gieSpanðAÞ; there must be at least one cia0 for i4j: Define dðgiÞ to be the
solution to

az ¼ c1dðb1Þ þ?þ cjdðbjÞ þ cjþ1bjþ1 þ?þ ckbk:

As above, this equation does have a solution. Also, this definition for d agrees with
our earlier definitions in the case that giA,Dy or giASpanðAÞ: Therefore, it can be

taken as the final definition covering all cases.
It remains to verify the properties of d: First, we show that for all giAC; dðgiÞEh

and hence dðgiÞEgm: Suppose gi40G satisfies agi ¼ a1b1 þ?þ akbk; and consider
z ¼ a1b1 þ?þ ajbjAC0: If gi40G; then z40G; and hence jðzÞ40: Since dðzÞ ¼
jðzÞh þ z; we have dðzÞ4jðzÞh; and since zugm; it follows that dðzÞEh: Because
ajþ1bjþ1 þ?þ akbk5g1; we get dðzÞ þ ajþ1bjþ1 þ?þ akbkEh: Dividing by a
cannot change the Archimedean class, so dðgiÞEh: The argument for gio0G is
similar.

Second, we check that o is preserved. Assume gi satisfies the equation above and
gj satisfies bgj ¼ b1b1 þ?þ bkbk: If giogj ; then abgioabgj since a and b are

positive. We therefore have

bða1b1 þ?þ ajbjÞ þ bðajþ1bjþ1 þ?þ akbkÞ

oaðb1b1 þ?þ bjbjÞ þ aðbjþ1bjþ1 þ?þ bkbkÞ:
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We claim that this implies that bða1b1 þ?þ ajbjÞpaðb1b1 þ?þ bjbjÞ: If not, then
bða1b1 þ?þ ajbjÞ4aðb1b1 þ?þ bjbjÞ: Since our basis is nonshrinking, both

of these sums are Archimedean greater than the parts involving bjþ1;y; bk:

Therefore, bða1b1 þ?þ ajbjÞ4aðb1b1 þ?þ bjbjÞ implies that abgi4abgj; which

is a contradiction.
There are now two cases to consider. If bða1b1 þ?þ ajbjÞ ¼ aðb1b1 þ?þ bjbjÞ;

then abgioabgj implies that bðajþ1bjþ1 þ?þ akbkÞoaðbjþ1bjþ1 þ?þ bkbkÞ:
Also, since the elements x ¼ bða1b1 þ?þ ajbjÞ and y ¼ aðb1b1 þ?þ bjbjÞ are in

C0; we have that x ¼ y implies dðxÞ ¼ dðyÞ: However, abdðgiÞ ¼ dðxÞ þ bðajþ1bjþ1 þ
?þ akbkÞ and abdðgjÞ ¼ dðyÞ þ aðbjþ1bjþ1 þ?þ bkbkÞ: Therefore,

abdðgiÞoabdðgjÞ and hence dðgiÞodðgjÞ:
The second case is when bða1b1 þ?þ ajbjÞoaðb1b1 þ?þ bjbjÞ: In this case,

with x and y as above, xoy and so dðxÞodðyÞ: However, dðxÞ; dðyÞEh and
so are Archimedean greater than bjþ1;y; bk: Therefore, abdðgiÞoabdðgjÞ and

dðgiÞodðgjÞ:
Last, we check that þ is preserved. Let gi and gj satisfy reduced sums as above and

let gl satisfy ggl ¼ g1b1 þ?þ gkbk: If gi þ gj ¼ gl ; then abggi þ abggj ¼ abggl : Since

our basis is nonshrinking,

bgða1b1 þ?þ ajbjÞ þ agðb1b1 þ?þ bjbjÞ ¼ abðg1b1 þ?þ gjbjÞ

and

bgðajþ1bjþ1 þ?þ akbkÞ þ agðbjþ1bjþ1 þ?þ bkbkÞ ¼ abðgjþ1bjþ1 þ?þ gkbkÞ:

The terms in the top equation are in C0; so the addition is preserved by d: The terms
in the bottom sum are not moved by d: Therefore, abgdðgiÞ þ abgdðgjÞ ¼ abgdðglÞ
and so dðgiÞ þ dðgjÞ ¼ dðglÞ: &

The following lemma expresses the main combinatorial fact needed to do the
diagonalization in the proof of Theorem 1.10.

Lemma 3.8. Let GsCG be a finite set with two subsets P ¼ fp1;y; pngCGs (called the

protected elements) and C ¼ fg1;y; gmgCGs (called the collapsing elements). Assume

that the elements of C satisfy g1ugiugm for each i: Let G0 ¼ fgAGjg1ugugmg:
Assume that Gs-G0 ¼ C and SpanðPÞ-G0 ¼ |: Then, there is a map d : Gs-G such

that the following conditions hold:

1. For all xASpanðPÞ-Gs; dðxÞ ¼ x:
2. For all 1pipm; dðgiÞEgm:
3. For all x; y; zAGs; x þ y ¼ z implies dðxÞ þ dðyÞ ¼ dðzÞ and xoy implies

dðxÞodðyÞ:
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Proof. Apply Lemma 3.2 to get P0 ¼ fp0
1;y; p0

ng such that P is independent, has the

nonshrinking property, and satisfies Spanðp1;y; pnÞ ¼ Spanðp0
1;y; p0

nÞ: Let B ¼
fbijiAog be a nonshrinking basis for G that extends P0:

Run the construction of Lemma 3.7 using the basis B to obtain d : C-G: We use
the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 3.7. That is, by possibly renumbering
the indices in B; we assume that jok are such that CCSpanðb1;y; bkÞ; g1ubiugm

for all ipj; and bi5g1 for all joipk: Furthermore, let l4k be such that
GsCSpanðb1;y; blÞ:

To extend d to Gs; write xAGs as the solution to the reduced equation ax ¼
c1b1 þ?þ clbl and define dðxÞ to be the solution to

az ¼ c1dðb1Þ þ?þ cjdðbjÞ þ cjþ1bjþ1 þ?þ clbl :

The verification that this equation has a solution and that þ and o are preserved
under d is essentially the same as in Lemma 3.7. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to
showing that o is preserved. By possibly increasing k and renumbering indices, we
can assume that bkþ1;y; blbgm: Suppose u; vAGs satisfy the reduced equations
au ¼ a1b1 þ?þ albl and bv ¼ b1b1 þ?þ blbl : If uov; then abuoabv; and so
bða1b1 þ?þ alblÞoaðb1b1 þ?þ blblÞ:

We now split into cases. Let x ¼ bðakþ1bkþ1 þ?þ alblÞ and y ¼ aðbkþ1bkþ1 þ
?þ blblÞ: Notice that d does not move x or y and also, since our basis is
nonshrinking, that gm5x; y: Therefore, if xoy; then abdðuÞoabdðvÞ since the parts
of the sums for dðuÞ and dðvÞ which are distinct from x and y generate elements
which are ugm: Similarly, if yox; then abu4abv; which is a contradiction. If x ¼ y;
then to determine which of abdðuÞ and abdðvÞ is larger, we examine abdðuÞ � x and
abdðvÞ � y: In this case, we are back within the realm of Lemma 3.7 and the
argument there applies.

It remains to check that dðxÞ ¼ x for all xASpanðPÞ-Gs: Let xASpanðPÞ:
Because SpanðP0Þ,G0 ¼ |: We can assume without loss of generality that the
elements of P0 are among the basis elements bjþ1;y; bl : Therefore, x can be written

in the form

ax ¼ cjþ1bjþ1 þ?þ clbl

since the other basis elements are not needed to generate x: The definition of d shows
that dðxÞ ¼ x as required. &

4. Proof of Theorem 1.10

This section is devoted to a proof of Theorem 1.10. Fix a computable ordered
abelian group G which has infinitely many Archimedean classes. By Theorem 1.9, it

suffices to build a computable ordered abelian group H with a D0
2 isomorphism

f : H-G; and to meet the requirements

Re : je : G-H is not an isomorphism:

In this context, an isomorphism must preserve order as well as addition.
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We use o for the elements of H: At stage s of the construction, we have a finite
initial segment of o; denoted Hs; and a map fs : Hs-G; with range Gs: We define the
operations on H by x þ y ¼ z if and only if there is an s such that fsðxÞ þ fsðyÞ ¼
fsðzÞ and xpy if and only if there is an s such that fsðxÞpfsðyÞ: To insure that these
operations are well defined and computable, we require that for all s

fsðxÞ þ fsðyÞ ¼ fsðzÞ ) 8tXsð ftðxÞ þ ftðyÞ ¼ ftðzÞÞ

and

fsðxÞpfsðyÞ ) 8tXsð ftðxÞpftðyÞÞ:

We let f ¼ lims fs: To insure that f is well defined and D0
2; we also meet the

requirements

Se : lim
s

fsðeÞ exists:

The priority on these requirements is R0oS0oR1oS1o? :
The strategy for Se is to make fsþ1ðeÞ ¼ fsðeÞ: The strategy for Re is to pick

witnesses we;0 and we;1 from Gs which currently look like we;0iwe;1: Re then waits for

jeðwe;0Þk and jeðwe;1Þk: If it looks like jeðwe;0Þijeðwe;1Þ (which we measure by

looking at the elements fsðjeðwe;0ÞÞ and fsðjeðwe;1ÞÞ), then we apply Lemma 3.8 to

change the map fs to a map fsþ1 which forces fsþ1ðjeðwe;0ÞÞEfsþ1ðjeðwe;1ÞÞ: This
action may move the images of all the elements in Hs which are between the
Archimedean classes for jeðwe;0Þ and jeðwe;1Þ: Re then wants to restrict any other Ri

requirement from changing ftðjeðwe;0ÞÞ or ftðjeðwe;1ÞÞ at a later stage.

There are some obvious conflicts between the requirements. Re needs to change the
images of certain elements, but it does not know which elements until the witnesses
we;i stabilize and the functions jeðwe;iÞ converge. Both Re and Se want to restrain

other requirements from moving particular elements. To see how to resolve these
conflicts consider R0;S0; and R1: R0 can act whenever it wants to, and once R0 has
acted, S0 is can prevent fsð0Þ from changing ever again. R1 cannot change fsð0Þ;
fsðj0ðw0;0ÞÞ; or fsðj0ðw0;1ÞÞ: The span of these three elements, however, can intersect

at most three Archimedean classes. Therefore, we give R1 8 witnesses, w1;i for ip7: If
j1ðw1;iÞk for all ip7; and fsðj1ðw1;iÞÞifsðj1ðw1;jÞÞ for iaj; then by the Pigeonhole

Principle there must be two witnesses w1;i and w1;j for which fsðj1ðw1;iÞÞ5fsðj1ðw1;jÞÞ
and

Spanð fsð0Þ; fsðj0ðw0;0ÞÞ; fsðj0ðw0;1ÞÞÞ-fgAGs j fsðj1ðw1;iÞugufsðj1ðw1;jÞÞg ¼ |:

Thus, by Lemma 3.8, there is a way to protect 0; fsðj0ðw0;0ÞÞ; and fsðj0ðw0;1ÞÞ while
forcing fsþ1ðj1ðw1;iÞÞEfsþ1ðj1ðw1;jÞÞ:

In general, we define a function tðeÞ and let Re have tðeÞ many witnesses. Let
tð0Þ ¼ 2 and tðe þ 1Þ ¼ 2ðe þ 1þ

P
ipe tðiÞÞ þ 2: There are e þ 1 Si requirements

(each with one number to protect) of higher priority than Reþ1; and each Ri with ipe

has tðiÞ witnesses to protect. Therefore, there are e þ 1þ
P

ipe tðiÞ many numbers
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protected by requirements of higher priority than Reþ1 and the span of these
numbers intersects at most e þ 1þ

P
ipe tðiÞ many Archimedean classes. tðeÞ is

defined to be the smallest number of witnesses that will guarantee Reþ1 has some pair
that can be collapsed to the same Archimedean class without moving the elements
protected by the higher priority requirements.

Definition 4.1. Let FCG be a finite set. For x; yAF ; we define

x Es y3(u; vps ðu; v404ujxjXjyj4vjyjXjxjÞ:

If x is y and jxjpjyj; then x5sy:

The following lemma follows immediately from this definition.

Lemma 4.2. For all x; yAG; xEy3(sðx Es yÞ; x Es y ) 8tXsðx Et yÞ; and

x5y38sðx 5s yÞ:

Construction

Stage 0: Let H0 ¼ f0g; G0 ¼ f0Gg; and f0ð0Þ ¼ 0G:
Stage s þ 1: The first step is to define what appear to be the o-least representatives

for the Archimedean classes. Define as
iAGs by induction on i until every xAGs;

xa0G; satisfies x Es as
i for some as

i : Let as
0 be the o-least strictly positive element in

Gs: Let as
iþ1 be the o-least element of Gs such that as

iþ1 is as
j for all jpi: Let As be the

set of the as
i :

The second step is to assign witnesses to the Re requirements by induction on e: We
continue to assign witnesses until the elements of As are all taken. By induction on e we
assign Re tðeÞ many witnesses, ws

e;i for iotðeÞ; which are chosen from As in increasing

o-order and which are removed from As once they are chosen. For each Re which has a
full set of witnesses, Re is active if either Re did not have a full set of witnesses at the
previous stage, or one of Re’s witnesses has changed, or Re has the same witnesses and
was active at the end of the previous stage. Otherwise, Re is not active.

We say that Re needs attention if Re is active, je;sðws
e;iÞk for all iotðeÞ;

and fsðje;sðws
e;iÞÞis fsðje;sðws

e;jÞÞ for all iaj: Consider the least e such that Re

needs attention. (If no Re needs attention, then proceed as if the search procedure
below ended because of option (1).) Run the following two search procedures
concurrently.

1. Search for some iaj for which fsðje;sðws
e;iÞÞEfsðje;sðws

e;jÞÞ:
2. Search for some iaj and a map d : Gs-G such that

(a) dðxÞ ¼ x for all x ¼ fsðkÞ with koe and all x ¼ fsðjk;sðws
k;lÞÞ with koe;

lotðkÞ; and jk;sðws
k;lÞk:

(b) For all x; y; zAGs; x þ y ¼ z implies dðxÞ þ dðyÞ ¼ dðzÞ; and xoy implies
dðxÞodðyÞ:

(c) dð fsðje;sðws
e;iÞÞÞEdð fsðje;sðws

e;jÞÞÞ:
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At least one of these search procedures must terminate (see the verification
below).

If the search in (1) terminates first, then let nG be the o-least element of G � Gs and
let nH be the o-least number not in Hs: Define Gsþ1 ¼ Gs,fnGg; Hsþ1 ¼ Hs,fnHg;
fsþ1ðxÞ ¼ fsðxÞ for all xAHs; and fsþ1ðnHÞ ¼ nG:

If the search in (2) terminates first, then let fg1;y; gmg ¼ Gs � rangeðdÞ; let nG be
the o-least element in G � ðGs,rangeðdÞÞ; and let r1;y; rmþ1 be the m þ 1 o-least
numbers not in Hs: Define Hsþ1 ¼ Hs,fr1;y; rmþ1g; Gsþ1 ¼ Gs,rangeðdÞ,fnGg;
fsþ1ðxÞ ¼ dðxÞ for all xAHs; fsþ1ðriÞ ¼ gi for ipm; and fsþ1ðrmþ1Þ ¼ nG: Declare Re

to be not active, and for all Ri with i4e; if Ri is not active, declare it to be active. We
say that Re acted at stage s þ 1:

End of construction

Lemma 4.3. The following properties hold of this construction:

1.
S

s Gs ¼ G:

2. For all s and all x; y; zAHs; if fsðxÞ þ fsðyÞ ¼ fsðzÞ; then fsþ1ðxÞ þ fsþ1ðyÞ ¼ fsþ1ðzÞ;
and if fsðxÞofsðyÞ; then fsþ1ðxÞofsþ1ðyÞ:

3. If g1;y; gs are the o-least elements of G; then fg1;y; gsgCGsþ1:

Lemma 4.4. For each i; lim
s

as
i ¼ ai exists and for all iaj; aiiaj :

Proof. Let s be such that there are i þ 1 distinct Archimedean classes represented
among the first s (in terms of N) elements of G: These elements are all in Gsþ1; and so
as
0;y; as

i are all permanently defined and have reached limits at stage s þ 1: To see

that aiiaj; suppose aiEaj and ioj: Then, there is an s such that ai Es aj and so

8tXs ðai Et ajÞ: Without loss of generality, as
i ¼ ai has already reached its limit.

Therefore, for every tXs; at
jaaj; which is a contradiction. &

Lemma 4.5. For each eAo and iotðeÞ; lims ws
e;i ¼ we;i exists, and for all

/e; iSa/e0; i0S; we;iiwe0;i0 :

Proof. Immediate from Lemma 4.4. &

Lemma 4.6. One of the two concurrent search procedures must terminate.

Proof. Assume that the search in (1) never terminates. Then,
fsðjeðws

e;iÞÞifsðjeðws
e;jÞÞ for iaj: Let P be the set consisting of fsðkÞ for koe and

all fsðjk;sðws
k;lÞÞ for koe; lotðkÞ; and for which jk;sðws

k;lÞk: Notice that SpanðPÞ
intersects at most e þ 1þ

P
koe tðkÞ many Archimedean classes. Therefore, by

the Pigeonhole Principle, there must be iaj such that fsðjeðws
e;iÞÞ5fsðjeðws

e;iÞÞ
and for all xASpanðPÞ; either x5fsðjeðws

e;iÞÞ or fsðjeðws
e;jÞÞ5x: Let C ¼

fgAGsj fsðjeðws
e;iÞÞugufsðjeðws

e;jÞÞg and apply Lemma 3.8 to see the existence of

a map d with the required properties. &
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Lemma 4.7. Each Re requirement acts at most finitely often and is eventually satisfied.

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on e: Let s be a stage such that all Ri

with ioe have ceased to act and wt
e;i ¼ we;i for all tXs and iotðeÞ: The lemma is

trivial if jeðwe;iÞm for some i: Therefore, assume je;sðwe;iÞk for all i: Suppose

fsðjeðwe;iÞÞEs fsðjeðwe;jÞÞ for some iaj: Then, since Re does not act, since no

requirement of higher priority acts and since no requirement of lower priority can
change either fsðjeðwe;iÞÞ or fsðjeðwe;jÞÞ; we have that for all tXs; ftðjeðwe;iÞÞ ¼
fsðjeðwe;iÞÞ and ftðjeðwe;jÞÞ ¼ fsðjeðwe;jÞÞ: Therefore, f ðjeðwe;iÞÞ ¼ fsðjeðwe;iÞÞ; and
f ðjeðwe;jÞÞ ¼ fsðjeðwe;jÞÞ: It follows that jeðwe;iÞEjeðwe;jÞ in H; but we;iiwe;j in G;

so Re is satisfied.
If fsðjeðwe;iÞÞis fsðjeðwe;jÞÞ for all iaj; then Re acts at stage s þ 1: Either Re

discovers that fsðjeðwe;iÞÞEfsðjeðwe;jÞÞ for some iaj; in which case Re does not act

and is satisfied as above, or else Re finds an appropriate d: In that case,
fsþ1ðjeðwe;iÞÞEfsþ1ðjeðwe;jÞÞ and Re is declared not active. Since no requirement of

higher priority ever acts again and no witness we;i changes again, we have that Re

never acts again. Therefore, Re is satisfied as above. &

Lemma 4.8. Each Se requirement is satisfied.

Proof. Let s be a stage such that all requirements Ri with ipe have stopped acting.
No requirement is allowed to change fsðeÞ after this stage, and hence Se is
satisfied. &

5. Effective Hölder’s Theorem

In this section, we turn to the effective algebra we need to prove Theorems 1.11
and 1.3. In Sections 5, 6 and 7, G denotes a computable Archimedean ordered group
with infinite rank. Hölder’s Theorem characterizes the Archimedean ordered groups.

Hölder’s Theorem. If G is an Archimedean ordered group, then G is isomorphic to a

subgroup of the naturally ordered additive group R:

Notice that Hölder’s Theorem implies that every Archimedean ordered group is
abelian. It is possible to give an effective proof of Hölder’s Theorem (see [17] for the
details of such a proof). To describe the effective version of Hölder’s Theorem
formally, we need the following definitions. The first definition says that a
computable real number is one which has a computable dyadic expansion.

Definition 5.1. A computable real is a computable sequence of rationals x ¼
/qkjkANS such that 8k8iðjqk � qkþijp2�kÞ: Let y ¼ /q0

kjkANS be another real.

We say x ¼ y if jqk � q0
kjp2�kþ1 for all k: Similarly, xoy if there is a k such that

qk þ 2�kþ1oq0
k: (Notice that the latter condition is S0

1:)
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The next definition formalizes the notion of a computable ordered subgroup of the
reals. Since reals are second-order objects (that is, they are infinite sequences of
rationals), we specify a computable subgroup by uniformly coding a countable
sequence of reals such that we can compute the sum and the order relation of two
reals in the sequence effectively in the indices of these elements.

Definition 5.2. A computable ordered subgroup of R (indexed by a computable set X )
is a computable sequence of computable reals A ¼ /rnjnAXS together with a partial
computable function þA : X � X-X ; a partial computable binary relation pA on
X ; and a distinguished number iAX such that

1. ri ¼ 0R:
2. n þA m ¼ p if and only if rn þR rm ¼ rp:

3. n pA m if and only if rn pR rm:
4. ðX ;þA;pAÞ satisfies the ordered group axioms with i as the identity element.

Effective Hölder’s Theorem. If G is a computable Archimedean ordered abelian group,
then G is isomorphic to a computable ordered subgroup of R; indexed by G; for which

þA and pA are exactly þG and pG:

To prove this version of Hölder’s Theorem, one builds a uniform sequence of
computable reals rg; for gAG; such that rg þR rh ¼ rgþh and rg pR rh if and only if

g pG h:We will use this correspondence to give us a measure of distance in G:Notice
that while the computable ordered subgroup of the reals here is not a computable
group in the ordinary sense (since the elements are second-order objects), there still is
a sense in which the isomorphism is computable. For each gAG; we can uniformly
compute the corresponding real rg: Therefore, we can think of the isomorphism as

effectively giving us an index for the Turing machine computing the dyadic
expansion of the corresponding real in such a way that both the addition function
and the order relation are effective in these indices.

The proof of Proposition 5.3 can be found in [10].

Proposition 5.3. If rankðGÞ41 and G is Archimedean, then G is dense in the sense that

for every goh; there is an x such that goxoh:

If fa; bg is independent, then the element x from Proposition 5.3 can be taken to
be a linear combination c1a þ c2b in which both c1 and c2 are nonzero.

Proposition 5.4. Let G be a subgroup of ðR;þÞ with rank X2: For every rAR with

r40; there is an hAG with hAð0; rÞ: Notice, rAR; but it need not be in G:

Proof. Let gAG be such that g40: By Proposition 5.3, there is an xAG such that
0oxog; and hence, either xAð0; g=2Þ or g � xAð0; g=2Þ: Thus, there is an hAG such
that hAð0; g=2Þ: Repeat this argument to get elements in ð0; g=4Þ; ð0; g=8Þ; and so on,
until an element appears in ð0; rÞ: &
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Proposition 5.5. Let G be a subgroup of ðR;þÞ with rank X2: For every r1oRr2; there

is an hAG with hAðr1; r2Þ: Notice, r1; r2AR; but they need not be in G:

Proof. Let d ¼ r2 � r1 and let gAG be such that gAð0; dÞ: Then, since R is
Archimedean ordered, there is an mAN such that r1omgor2: Setting h ¼ mg proves
the theorem. &

If fa; bg is independent, then by the comments following Proposition 5.3, we can
assume that the h in Propositions 5.4 and 5.5 has the form h ¼ c1a þ c2b with
c1; c2a0:

Proposition 5.6. Let G be a subgroup of ðR;þÞ with infinite rank, B ¼ fb0;y; bmgCG

be a linearly independent set, X ¼ fx0;y; xngCG be any set of nonidentity elements,
and dAR with d40: Then there are elements aiAG; for 0pipn; such

that fb0;y; bm; ðx0 þ a0Þ;y; ðxn þ anÞg is linearly independent and for each i;
jaijod: Furthermore, we can require that for any fixed pAN; pa0; each ai is divisible

by p in G:

Proof. It is enough to consider a single element x0AG; and proceed by induction. If
x0 is independent from B; then let a0 ¼ 0G: Otherwise, let bAG be such that
fb0;y; bm; bg is linearly independent. By Proposition 5.4, there are coefficients
c1; c2AZ (which we can assume are both nonzero) such that c1b þ c2b0Að0; d=pÞ: Let
a0 ¼ c1pb þ c2pb0: Clearly, a0 is divisible by p in G; ja0jod; and fb0;y; bm; ðx0 þ
a0Þg is linearly independent (since we assumed that c1a0). &

To prove Theorem 1.11, it suffices, by Theorem 1.9, to build a computable ordered

group H which is D0
2 isomorphic but not computably isomorphic to G: We build H

in stages so that at each stage we have a finite set Hs and a map fs : Hs-G with range
Gs: Assuming that lims fsðxÞ converges for each x; the Limit Lemma shows that

f ¼ lims fs is D0
2: During the construction, we meet the requirements

Re : je : H-G is not an isomorphism:

Notice that we are treating je as a map from H to G:
We define þH and pH as before: a þH b ¼ c if and only if (s ð fsðaÞ þG fsðbÞ ¼

fsðcÞÞ; and aoHb if and only if (sð fsðaÞpG fsðbÞÞ: To insure that these operations are
well-defined and computable, we guarantee that

fsðaÞ þ fsðbÞ ¼ fsðcÞ ) 8tXsð ftðaÞ þ ftðbÞ ¼ ftðcÞÞ ð3Þ

and

fsðaÞpG fsðbÞ ) 8tXsð ftðaÞpG ftðbÞÞ: ð4Þ

To defeat a single requirement Re; our strategy is to guess a basis for G: The
inverse image under f of such a basis will be a basis for H: The strategy for Re
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proceeds as follows:

1. Pick two elements as
e and bs

e from our guess at the basis for H: We will settle on

longer and longer initial segments of a basis, so eventually, Re will choose two
linearly independent elements. Without loss of generality, we assume as

eoHbs
e:

2. Do nothing until a stage tXs occurs for which je;tðat
eÞk; je;tðbt

eÞk; and

jeðat
eÞoGjeðbt

eÞ: If these calculations do not appear, then je is not an

isomorphism from H to G; so Re is satisfied.
3. Define ftþ1ðbeÞaftðbeÞ such that for some large n;mAN; we have

njeðat
eÞoGmjeðbt

eÞ and mftþ1ðbt
eÞoGnftþ1ðat

eÞ: In this case, we have also satisfied

Re: The algebra behind the definition of ftþ1 is discussed in Section 6.

The general idea for Step 3 is to fix an effective map c : G-R; which we use to

measure distances in G: We want to move the image of bt
e just enough to make the

diagonalization possible, but not so far as to upset the order or addition relations
defined to far. Propositions 5.4 and 5.6 will allow us to diagonalize as long as fsðat

eÞ
and fsðbt

eÞ really are independent. Therefore, we initiate a search process for an

appropriate new image of bt
e; which, to keep the requirements Re and Ri from

interfering with each other, we require to be in the span of fsðat
eÞ and fsðbt

eÞ: Either we
find an appropriate image, or we find a dependence relation between at

e and bt
e: In the

latter case, we know that the witnesses for Re are bound to change.
The injury in this construction is finite. Once the higher priority requirements have

ceased to act, Re can use the next two linearly independent elements to diagonalize.

6. Algebra for Theorems 1.11 and 1.3

From the description in the previous section, it should be clear that when we
change the image of a basis element bt

e; we need to make sure that we preserve both

the addition and ordering facts specified so far in H: To preserve the addition facts,
we use the notion of an approximate basis for a finite subset G0 of G:

Before giving the formal definition of an approximate basis, we give some
motivation for the conditions which occur in the definition. Suppose G0 is a finite
subset of G and B ¼ fb0;y; bkg is an independent set which spans G0: Then, each
gAG0 satisfies a unique reduced relation of the form ay ¼ c0b0 þ?þ ckbk:
Furthermore, if g; h; and g þ hAG0; then the reduced relation satisfied by g þ h

can be found by adding the relations for g and h; and dividing by the greatest
common divisor of the nonzero coefficients. That is, if ag ¼ c0b0 þ?þ ckbk and
bh ¼ d0b0 þ?þ dkbk; then g þ h is the solution to the reduced version of

aby ¼ ðbc0 þ ad0Þb0 þ?þ ðbck þ adkÞbk:

At each stage of the construction, we will guess at an independent subset of G; and
our guess at each stage will be an approximate basis. We want our guesses to have
these two properties of an actual independent set. Therefore, assume that G0 is the
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finite subset of G which is the range of the partial isomorphism fs we have defined at
stage s:

To imitate the first property, we want our approximate basis Xs ¼ fxs
0;y; xs

kg at

stage s to be t-independent, where t is large enough that each element gAG0 is the
solution to a unique reduced dependence relation of the form

ay ¼ c0x
s
0 þ c1xs

1 þ?þ ckxs
k;

where each coefficient has absolute value pt: Notice that if g is the solution
to more than one relation of this form, then we know Xs is not independent.
Since there is some independent set which spans G0; there must be a set
which is t0-independent ( for some t0) and which does have this uniqueness
property.

As new elements enter H during the construction, they will be assigned reduced
dependence relations. If h enters H at stage s and is assigned the reduced relation
ay ¼ c0x0 þ?þ ckxk; then for every stage tXs; we will define ftðhÞ to be the unique
solution to ay ¼ c0x

t
0 þ?þ ckxt

k (where xt
0;y; xt

k is an initial segment of our

approximate basis at stage t). Therefore, the second property we want Xs to have is
that if g; h; and g þ h are all in G0; then the dependence relation for g þ h relative to
the approximate basis is the sum of the dependence relations for g and h; as
described above. This property will guarantee that Eq. (3) holds. The key point is
that if g þ h satisfies some other reduced dependence relation, then, as above, we
know that Xs is not independent, and therefore, there must be another set with the
required properties.

By the comments above, if Xs is independent and spans G0; then it will have both
of these properties. It follows that every finite G0 has an approximate basis and that
during the construction we can add additional requirements on the level of
independence of an approximate basis, such as requiring that it be at least s-
independent at stage s:

Definition 6.1. Let G0 be a finite subset of G: An approximate basis for G0 with weight
t40 is a finite sequence X ¼ /x0;y; xkS such that

1. fx0;y; xkg is t-independent,
2. every gAG0,X satisfies a unique reduced dependence relation of the form ay ¼

c0x0 þ?þ ckxk with 0oapt and jcijpt; and
3. for every g; hAG0,X with g þ hAG0,X ; if g and h satisfy the reduced

dependence relations ag ¼ c0x0 þ?þ ckxk and bh ¼ d0x0 þ?þ dkxk with a;
b; jcij; and jdijpt; then the reduced coefficients in

abðg þ hÞ ¼ ðbc0 þ ad0Þx0 þ?þ ðbck þ adkÞxk

have absolute value less that t:

We use sequences to represent approximate bases to emphasize the fact that their
elements are ordered. We will abuse notation, however, and simply treat them as
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sets, with the understanding that the set fx0;y; xkg is really the ordered sequence
/x0;y; xkS: Also, whenever we refer to gAG0 satisfying a reduced equation of an
approximate basis of weight t; we assume that the absolute value of all the
coefficients is bounded by t:

Returning to the description of the construction, at stage s we have an
approximate basis Xs ¼ fxs

0;y; xs
ks
g for Gs which is ts-independent. Each h which

enters H at stage s is assigned a reduced dependence relation ay ¼ c0x0 þ?þ cks
xks

with a; jcijpts: For every tXs; we define ftðhÞ so that

aftðhÞ ¼ c0x
t
0 þ?þ cks

xt
ks
:

The properties of an approximate basis guarantee that Eq. (3) holds.
However, it is not clear that Eq. (4) will hold or that the relation ay ¼ c0xt

0 þ
?þ cks

xt
ks
will have a solution unless we do something to insure that our choices for

approximate bases at stages s and tXs fit together in a nice way. Therefore, we
introduce the notion of coherence between approximate bases.

Definition 6.2. Let G0CG1 be finite subsets of G; with approximate bases X0 ¼
fx0

0;y; x0
k0
g of weight t0 and X1 ¼ fx1

0;y; x1
k1
g with weight t1; respectively. We say

that X1 coheres with X0 if the following conditions are met:

1. k0pk1 and t0pt1:

2. For each ipk0; if fx0
0;y; x0

i g is linearly independent, then x1
j ¼ x0

j for every jpi:

3. If gAG0 satisfies the reduced equation ay ¼ c0x
0
0 þ?þ ck0

x0
k0
; then there is a

solution to ay ¼ c0x
1
0 þ?þ ck0

x1
k0

in G:

4. If goGhAG0 satisfy the reduced sums ay ¼ c0x
0
0 þ?þ ck0

x0
k0

and bz ¼ d0x0
0 þ

?þ dk0
x0

k0
; respectively, then the solutions g0; h0AG; respectively, to the

equations ay ¼ c0x
1
0 þ?þ ck0

x1
k0

and bz ¼ d0x
1
0 þ?þ dk0

x1
k0

satisfy g0oGh0:

Lemma 6.3. Let G0CG1 be finite subsets of G; and let X0 be an approximate basis for

G0: There exists an approximate basis X1 for G1 which coheres with X0:

Proof. Since we are not yet worried about effectiveness issues, we can assume by
Hölder’s Theorem that GCR: If X0 is linearly independent, then we can extend it to
a set X1 which is linearly independent and spans G1: Such a set X1 satisfies the
conditions in Definition 6.2.

Therefore, assume that X0 is not linearly independent and that iok0 is such that

fx0
0;y; x0

i g is linearly independent, but fx0
0;y; x0

iþ1g is not. Let d 0 be the minimum

distance between any pair gahAG0; and let d ¼ d 0=ð3t0k0Þ:
Apply Proposition 5.6 with B ¼ fx0

0;y; x0
i g; X ¼ fx0

iþ1;y; x0
k0
g; d as above, and

p ¼ t0!: We obtain aiþ1;y; ak0
such that fx0

0;y; x0
i ; ðaiþ1 þ x0

iþ1Þ;y; ðak0
þ x0

k0
Þg is

linearly independent, and, for each j with i þ 1pjpk0; t0! divides aj and jajjod:
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For 0pjpi; set x1
j ¼ x0

j ; and for i þ 1pjpk0; set x1
j ¼ aj þ x0

j : Since Y ¼
fx1

0;y; x1
k0
g is linearly independent, we let X1 be a finite linearly independent set that

extends Y and that spans G1: Clearly, X1 is an approximate basis for G1 and satisfies
conditions 1 and 2 of Definition 6.2.

To see that X1 satisfies condition 3, fix an arbitrary gAG0; and suppose ag ¼
c0x

0
0 þ?þ ck0

x0
k0

is a reduced dependence relation with a; jcijpt0: Then,

ay ¼ c0x
1
0 þ?þ ck0

x1
k0
¼ ðc0x0

0 þ?þ ck0
x0

k0
Þ þ ðciþ1aiþ1 þ?þ ck0

ak0
Þ:

Since apt0 and t0! divides each of the aj in G; the equation ay ¼ c0x
1
0 þ?þ ck0

x1
k0

has a solution g0AG:
To see that X1 satisfies condition 4, we consider the distance between the solutions

gAG0 and g0AG1 to the dependence relation above. Since each jcj jpt0; jajjod; and

there are at most k0 of the aj’s, we have

jag � ag0jpjciþ1aiþ1 þ?þ ckakjpk0t0dpd 0=3:

Furthermore, since a40AN; jg � g0jpjag � ag0jpd 0=3: Suppose hAG0 with hag

satisfies bh ¼ d0x
0
0 þ?þ dk0

x0
k0

and h0AG1 is the solution to by ¼ d0x
1
0 þ?þ

dk0
x1

k0
: An identical argument shows that jh � h0jpd 0=3: Combining the facts that

jg � hjXd 0; jg � g0jpd 0=3; and jh � h0jpd 0=3; it is clear that goGh implies
g0oGh0: &

It remains to fix an effective method for finding bases which cohere. The algorithm
below is not the most obvious one, but it has properties which will be important in
our proof.

Suppose G0CG1 are finite subsets of G: Let X0 ¼ fx0; x1;y; xk0
g be an

approximate basis for G0 which is t0-independent. We find an approximate basis
X1 for G1 which coheres with X0 in three phases.

In the first phase, we guess (until we find evidence to the contrary) that X0 is
linearly independent. We perform the following two tasks concurrently:

1. Search for a dependence relation among the elements of X0:
2. Search for a Y such that X0,Y is an approximate basis for G1 which coheres

with X0 as follows. Begin with n ¼ t0 þ 1 and i ¼ 0:
(a) Let yi be the N-least element of G such that X,fy0;y; yig is n-

independent. Check if this set spans G1 using coefficients with absolute
valuepn: If so, then proceed to (b), and if not, repeat (a) with i set to i þ 1:

(b) Check if X0,fy0;y; yig satisfies condition 3 from Definition 6.1. If it
does, then it coheres with X0 and we end the algorithm. If it is not an
approximate basis, then return to (a) with n set to n þ 1 and i ¼ 0:

This phase will terminate, since if X0 is linearly independent, then, at worst, we
repeat (a) and (b) until we pick elements y0oN?oNyi which are the N-least such
that fx0;y; xk0

; y0;y; yig is a linearly independent and spans G1: This set coheres
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with X0: If this phase ends because we find an approximate basis in Step 2, then the
algorithm terminates. However, if this phase ends because we find a dependence
relation in Step 1, then we proceed to the second phase with the knowledge that X0 is
not linearly independent.

For the second phase, assume that we know fx0;y;xiþ1g is n-dependent, but
fx0;y; xig is n-independent. We search for elements yiþ1 through yk0

from which to

construct elements which play the role of the aj’s in the proof of Lemma 6.3. Before

starting this phase, fix a computable embedding c : G-R; let d 0 be any positive real
less than the minimum of jcðg � hÞj; where gah range over G0; and set d ¼ d 0=3k0t0:

1. For i þ 1pjpk0; pick yjAG to be the N-least such that fx0;y; xi; yiþ1;y; yjg
is n-independent.

2. Check the following S0
1 conditions concurrently:

(a) Search for a dependence relation among fx0;y; xi; yiþ1;y; yk0
g: If we

discover that fx0;y; xjþ1g is dependent, then restart Phase 2 with

fx0;y; xjg: If we discover that fx0;y; xi; yiþ1;y; yjg is dependent for

some j; then we return to Step 1 of this phase, set n to be large, and repick
yiþ1 through yk0

:
(b) For each i þ 1pjpk0; search for coefficients bj; dja0 such that, for aiþ1 ¼

biþ1t0!xi þ diþ1t0!yiþ1 and aj ¼ bjt0!yj�1 þ djt0!yj ( for j4i þ 1), we have

cðajÞAð0; dÞ: If we find such aj; then end Phase 2.

Determining if cðajÞAð0; dÞ is a S0
1 fact, so by dove-tailing our computations, we

can effectively perform the search in (b). This phase will terminate, since once
fx0;y; xig has shrunk to a linearly independent set (by finitely many discoveries of
dependence relations in (a)), we know that there are linearly independent yj ’s and

coefficients bj; dj; with the required properties. By continually choosing the N-least

elements which look independent, we eventually find such elements.
We verify two properties of X 0 ¼ fx0;y; xi; xiþ1 þ aiþ1;y; xk0

þ ak0
g: First,

as in Lemma 6.3, if ay ¼ c0x0 þ?þ ck0
xk0

; with a; jcijpt0; has a solution gAG0;
then

ay ¼ c0x0 þ?þ cixi þ ciþ1ðxiþ1 þ aiþ1Þ þ?þ ck0
ðxk0

þ ak0
Þ

has a solution in g0AG: Second, jcðgÞ � cðg0Þjpd 0=3; also as in Lemma 6.3.
Therefore, if gohAG0 and g0; h0 are the solutions to the dependence relations for g

and h; respectively, with xiþ1;y; xk0
replaced by xiþ1 þ aiþ1;y; xk0

þ ak0
; then

g0oh0: Therefore, any extension of X 0 which is an approximate basis for G1 will
cohere with X0:

To find such an extension, we use a search similar to Phase 1. Perform the
following two tasks concurrently:

1. Search for a dependence relation among the elements of X 0: If we find such a
relation, then either fx0;y; xig is dependent, in which case we return to the
beginning of Phase 2 with a shorter initial segment of X0; or else
fx0;y; xi; yiþ1;y; yjg is dependent for some jpk0: In this case, we return to
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Step 1 of Phase 2 with fx0;y; xig and repick yiþ1 through yk0
with n chosen to

be large.
2. Search for a Y such that X 0,Y is an approximate basis for G1 which coheres

with X0 as follows. Set m to be large and i ¼ 0:
(a) Let wi be the N-least element of G such that X 0,fw0;y;wig is m-

independent. Check if this set spans G1 using coefficients with absolute value
pm: If so, then proceed to (b), and if not, repeat (a) with i set to i þ 1:

(b) Check if X 0,fw0;y;wig satisfies condition 3 from Definition 6.1. If it does,
then, by the comments above, it coheres with X0; and we end the algorithm.
If it is not an approximate basis, then return to (a) with m set to m þ 1:

This phase must terminate since we can return to Phase 2 only finitely often
without picking a linearly independent set fx0;y; xi; yiþ1;y; yk0

g: From here, it is

clear that we will eventually pick a spanning set for G1 with the correct level of
independence.

We could easily have added requirements that the approximate basis X1 has a
specified higher level of independence or a larger size. We summarize this discussion
with the following lemma.

Lemma 6.4. Let G be a computable Archimedean ordered group with infinite rank,
G0CG1 be finite subsets of G; and X0 be a t0-independent approximate basis for G0 of

size k0: For any m; n with t0om and k0on; we can effectively find an approximate

basis X1 for G1 which coheres with X0; which is at least m-independent, and which has

size at least n:

It remains to discuss the diagonalization process for an Re requirement. Recall
that Re has two witnesses, ae and beAHs such that fsðaeÞ and fsðbeÞ are elements of
our approximate basis Xs (of weight ts) for Gs; where Gs is the image of Hs under fs:
Also, we have a fixed map c : G-R: If we want to diagonalize for Re at stage s; then
we search for an element x in the subgroup generated by ts!fsðaeÞ and ts!fsðbeÞ such
that cðxÞ is sufficiently close to 0 in R and x meets the diagonalization strategy
discussed at the end of Section 5. (We will provide the exact bounds for cðxÞ and the
exact diagonalization properties during the construction when we have established
the necessary notation.) If we find an appropriate x; then we replace fsðbeÞ in our
approximate basis by fsðbeÞ � x: As above, the fact that ts! divides x allows us to
solve the necessary equations in G to preserve addition and the fact that cðxÞ is
sufficiently close to 0 guarantees that the new solutions have the same ordering
relations as ones from Gs: However, since we have introduced large multiples of
fsðaeÞ and fsðbeÞ; it need not be the case that X 0 ¼ ðXs � ffsðbeÞgÞ,ffsðbeÞ � xg is
still ts-independent.

We handle this situation as follows. If we are diagonalizing for Re; assume that

Xs ¼ ffsða0Þ; fsðb0Þ;y; fsðaeÞ; fsðbeÞ; fsðy1Þ;y; fsðykÞg:

Every element gAGs is the solution to a unique reduced dependence relation over Xs

with coefficients whose absolute value is bounded by ts: We want to find a new
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approximate basis X 0
s (of weight Xts) for some subset G0

s of G such that we have met

our diagonalization requirements and such that all the equations which were satisfied
by some gAGs over Xs are also satisfied by some g0AG0

s over X 0
s : Notice that addition

is automatically preserved because g1 þ g2 ¼ g3 in Gs if and only if the defining
equations for g1; g2; and g3 satisfy this additive relationship. Therefore, if g0

1; g0
2; and

g0
3 are the solutions in G0

s to the equations for g1; g2; and g3 over X 0
s ; we must have

g0
1 þ g0

2 ¼ g0
3: Lastly, we want that o is preserved in the sense that if goh in Gs; then

g0oh0 holds in G0
s:

Therefore, we perform two searches concurrently. First, we search for a
dependence relation among ffsða0Þ; fsðb0Þ;y; fsðaeÞ; fsðbeÞg: If we find such a
dependence relation, we know that the witnesses ae and be are going to change, so
there is no need to diagonalize at this point. Second, we search for nonzero
coefficients c1 and c2 and for elements u1;y; uk of G such that

1. cðc1ts!fsðaeÞ þ c2ts!fsðbeÞÞ is as close to 0 as we want it to be and meets our
diagonalization strategy (and we set x ¼ c1ts!fsðaeÞ þ c2ts!fsðbeÞ), and

2. ts! divides each ui and cðuiÞ is as close to 0 as we want it to be, and
3. X 0

s ¼ ffsða0Þ; fsðb0Þ;y; fsðaeÞ; fsðbeÞ � x; fsðy1Þ þ u1;y; fsðykÞ þ ukg is t0s indepen-

dent for some t0sX2ðtsÞ3; and
4. for every gAGs; the equation satisfied by g over Xs has a solution g0 over X 0

s (and

we let G0
s be the set of solutions to these equations), and

5. o is preserved in the sense mentioned above.

Assuming that ffsða0Þ; fsðb0Þ;y; fsðaeÞ; fsðbeÞg is independent, Propositions 5.4 and
5.5 will tell us that we can find an appropriate x and Proposition 5.6 will tell us that
we can find appropriate ui elements.

Now, we define f 0
s : Hs-G0

s on the approximate basis X 0
s by f 0

s ðaiÞ ¼ fsðaiÞ for ipe;
f 0
s ðbiÞ ¼ fsðbiÞ for ioe; f 0

s ðbeÞ ¼ fsðbeÞ � x; and f 0
s ðyiÞ ¼ fsðyiÞ þ ui: We can extend this

map across Hs by mapping hAHs to the solution over X 0
s for the equation defining

fsðhÞ over Xs: The map f 0
s preserves all the ordering and addition facts about Hs:

To see that X 0
s is an approximate basis for G0

s; we need to check condition (3) of

Definition 6.1. Therefore, assume that g; hAGs satisfy the equations

ag ¼ c0fsða0Þ þ c1fsðb0Þ þ?þ c2efsðaeÞ þ c2eþ1fsðbeÞ

þ c2eþ2fsðy1Þ þ?þ c2eþ1þkfsðykÞ;

bh ¼ d0fsða0Þ þ d1fsðb0Þ þ?þ d2efsðaeÞ þ d2eþ1fsðbeÞ

þ d2eþ2fsðy1Þ þ?þ d2eþ1þkfsðykÞ

over Xs with jcij; jdijpts and 0oa; bpts: Let g0; h0 be the solutions to these equations
over X 0

s ; and suppose g0 þ h0AG0
s: Then, since G0

s is exactly the set of solutions to

the equations (over X 0
s) for the elements gAGs; we know that g0 þ h0 satisfies an
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equation of the form

gðg0 þ h0Þ ¼ l0f
0

s ða0Þ þ?þ l2eþ1f
0

s ðbeÞ þ l2eþ2f
0

s ðy1Þ þ?þ l2eþ1þkf 0
s ðykÞ ð5Þ

with jlijpts and 0ogpts: However, summing the equations for g and h; we see that
g0 þ h0 also satisfies

abðg0 þ h0Þ ¼ ðbc0 þ ad0Þfsða0Þ þ?þ ðbc2eþ1þk þ ad2eþ1þkÞfsðykÞ: ð6Þ

We need to show that Eqs. (6) and (5) are equivalent when reduced. If we multiply
Eq. (5) by ba and Eq. (6) by g; we obtain two equations for abgðg0 þ h0Þ: Each

of these equations has its coefficients bounded by 2ðtsÞ3; and since X 0
s is

2ðtsÞ3 independent, these equations must have equal coefficients. Therefore, they
remain the same when reduced. This completes the proof that X 0

s is an approximate

basis for G0
s:

To finish the stage, we let Xsþ1 be an approximate basis for Gs,G0
s which coheres

with the basis ff 0
s ða0Þ; f 0

s ðb0Þ;y; f 0
s ðaeÞ; f 0

s ðbeÞ; f 0
s ðy1Þ;y; f 0

s ðykÞg for G0
s: We can

assume that f 0
s ða0Þ; f 0

s ðb0Þ;y; f 0
s ðaeÞ; f 0

s ðbeÞ forms an initial segments of Xsþ1; since
otherwise there must be a dependence relation between fsða0Þ; fsðb0Þ;y; fsðaeÞ; fsðbeÞ:

For each hAHs; the dependence relation defining fsðhÞ over Xs has a solution over
X 0

s ; and hence it has a solution in G over Xsþ1: Let G00
s be the set of solutions to the

equations for hAHs over Xsþ1:
We let Gsþ1 ¼ Gs,G0

s,G00
s ,Xsþ1 and we expand Hs to Hsþ1 by adding jGsþ1WGsj

many new elements. To define the map fsþ1 on Hsþ1; we first consider fsþ1ðhÞ
for hAHs: We know that fsðhÞ satisfies a reduced equation over Xs and that this
equation has a solution in Gsþ1 over Xsþ1: Therefore, we defined fsþ1ðhÞ to be the
solution to this equation in Gsþ1: For the new elements in Hsþ1; we map these
elements to the elements of Gsþ1 which are not hit by elements of Hs under fsþ1: Each
of the new elements in Hsþ1 is assigned the dependence relation satisfied by fsþ1ðhÞ
over Xsþ1:

The final thing to notice is that since f 0
s ða0Þ; f 0

s ðb0Þ;y; f 0
s ðaeÞ; f 0

s ðbeÞ forms an initial

segments of Xsþ1; we have that fsþ1ðaeÞ ¼ fsðaeÞ and fsþ1ðbeÞ ¼ fsðbeÞ � x: Hence, we
have diagonalized as we wanted.

7. Proof of Theorems 1.11 and 1.3

At stage s of the construction, we will have an approximate basis Xs ¼
fxs

0;y; xs
ks
gCG; with ksX2s; which is ts-independent, with ts4s: If h enters H at

stage s þ 1; then h is assigned a reduced dependence relation of the form ay ¼
c0x0 þ?þ cksþ1

xksþ1
: We say that gAG satisfies this relation relative to the

approximate basis Xt; with tXs þ 1; if ag ¼ c0xt
0 þ?þ cksþ1

xt
ksþ1

: Each requirement

Re; with eps; has two distinct witnesses, as
e and bs

e; such that fsðas
eÞAXs
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and fsðbs
eÞAXs: Re does not need attention at stage s if any of the following conditions

hold:

1. je;sðas
eÞm or je;sðbs

eÞm; or
2. for some 0om; nos; mje;sðbs

eÞkpG nje;sðas
eÞk and nfsðas

eÞoG mfsðbs
eÞ; or

3. for some 0om; nos; mje;sðas
eÞkpG nje;sðbs

eÞk and nfsðbs
eÞoG mfsðas

eÞ; or
4. Re was declared satisfied at some stage tos and both as

e and bs
e are the same as at

e

and bt
e:

Re requires attention at stage s if none of these conditions hold.
Construction

Stage 0: Fix a computable embedding c : G-R: Set H0 ¼ f0g; f0ð0Þ ¼ 0G; and

X0 ¼ |: Assign 0AH the empty reduced dependence relation.
Stage s þ 1: Assume we have defined Hs and fs : Hs-G; with Gs ¼ rangeð fsÞ: We

have a set XsCGs which is an approximate basis for Gs; which is ts-independent and
which has size ksX2s: Each element hAHs has been assigned a reduced dependence
relation of the form ay ¼ c0x0 þ?þ cixi for some ipks:We split the stage into four
steps.

Step 1: Let g be the N-least element of G not in Gs: Let X 0
s ¼ fx0

0;s;yx0
k0

s;s
g be an

approximate basis for Gs,fgg which coheres with Xs; which has size k0
sX2ðs þ 1Þ;

and which is t0s-independent, for some t0s4ðs þ 1Þ: Because X 0
s coheres with Xs; every

dependence relation assigned to an element hAHs has a solution over X 0
s : Let G0

s

contain Gs; fgg; X 0
s ; and the solution to the dependence relation for each hAHs over

X 0
s : Let n ¼ jG0

sWGsj; let h1;yhn be the n least elements of N not in Hs; and let

H 0
s ¼ Hs,fh1;y; hng: Define f 0

s : H 0
s-G0

s as follows. For hAHs; f 0
s ðhÞ is the solution

to the dependence for h over X 0
s : For hi; 1pipn; let f 0

s ðhiÞ map to the elements of G0
s

not in the image of Hs under f 0
s : Each new hiAH 0

s is assigned the reduced dependence

relation ay ¼ c0x0 þ?þ ck0
s
xk0

s
with a; jcjjpt0s such that

af 0
s ðhiÞ ¼ c0x

0
0;s þ c1x

0
1;s þ?þ ck0

s
x0

k0
s;s
:

Step 2: Define the witnesses for Re with eps by setting asþ1
e and bsþ1

e to be the

elements of H 0
s such that f 0

s ðasþ1
e Þ ¼ x0

2e;s and f 0
s ðbsþ1

e Þ ¼ x0
2eþ1;s: Check if any Re

requires attention. If so, let Re be the least such requirement and go to Step 3.
Otherwise, proceed to Step 4.

Step 3: In this step we do the actual diagonalization. First, calculate a safe distance

to move the image of bsþ1
e : Set d 0AR to be such that d 040 and

d 0pminfjcð f 0
s ðhÞÞ � cð f 0

s ðgÞÞj j hagAH 0
sg:

We can find such a d 0 effectively since H 0
s is finite. Set d ¼ d 0=ð3t0sð1þ k0

sÞÞ:
Second, we search for an appropriate xAG to set fsþ1ðbsþ1

e Þ ¼ f 0
s ðbsþ1

e Þ � x: We say

that x diagonalizes for Re if there are n;m40 such that either

nf 0
s ðasþ1

e ÞoG mð f 0
s ðbsþ1

e Þ � xÞ and njs
eðasþ1

e ÞXG mjs
eðbsþ1

e Þ
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or

nf 0
s ðasþ1

e Þ4Gmð f 0
s ðbsþ1

e Þ � xÞ and njs
eðasþ1

e ÞpG mjs
eðbsþ1

e Þ:

We search concurrently for

1. elements x; u2eþ2;y; uk0
s
in G such that

(a) x has the form c1t0s!f
0

s ðasþ1
e Þ þ c2t

0
s!f

0
s ðbsþ1

e Þ with c1; c2a0 such that

cðxÞAð0; dÞ; and x diagonalizes for Re; and
(b) t0s! divides each ui in G and jcðuiÞjod; and
(c) X 00

s ¼ ff 0
s ðasþ1

0 Þ; f 0
s ðbsþ1

0 Þ;y; f 0
s ðasþ1

e Þ; f 0
s ðbsþ1

e Þ � x; f 0
s ðx0

2eþ2Þ þ
u2eþ2;y; f 0

s ðx0
k0

s
Þ þ uk0

s
g is at least 2ðt0sÞ

3 independent, or

2. n;mAN such that nf 0
s ðasþ1

e ÞoG mf 0
s ðbsþ1

e Þ and nje;sðasþ1
e ÞXG mje;sðbsþ1

e Þ; or
3. n;mAN such that nf 0

s ðbsþ1
e ÞoG mf 0

s ðasþ1
e Þ and nje;sðbsþ1

e ÞXG mje;sðasþ1
e Þ; or

4. a dependence relation among ff 0
s ðasþ1

0 Þ; f 0
s ðbsþ1

0 Þ;y; f 0
s ðasþ1

e Þ; f 0
s ðbsþ1

e Þg in G:

This process terminates (see Lemma 7.1). Furthermore, if we found X 00
s ; then

because t0s! divides all the elements we are adding to the approximate basis elements,

this set has the property that each dependence relation assigned to an hAH 0
s has a

solution over X 00
s : Also, because jcðuiÞjod and cðxÞod; these solutions preserve o

in the sense described at the end of Section 6 (see Lemma 7.3).
If the process terminates with conditions 2, 3 or 4, then skip to Step 4. Otherwise, we

define fsþ1 using x and the ui: For every hAH 0
s; there is a solution to the dependence

relation for h over X 00
s : Therefore, we can define G00

s as the set of solutions to the

dependence relations assigned to hAH 0
s: As explained at the end of Section 6, because

X 00
s is 2ðt0sÞ

3 independent, it is an approximate basis for G00
s : Let Xsþ1 be an approximate

basis for G0
s,G00

s which coheres with the approximate basis X 00
s for G0

s: Let Gsþ1 ¼
G0

s,G00
s ,Xsþ1 and let Hsþ1 contain H 0

s plus jGsþ1WG0
sj many new elements. Define

fsþ1 : Hsþ1-Gsþ1 as follows. For hAH 0
s; set fsþ1ðhÞ to be the solution to the

dependence relation for h over Xsþ1: Map the elements hAHsþ1WH 0
s to the elements of

Gsþ1 which are not in the image of H 0
s under fsþ1 and assign to each such h the reduced

dependence relation satisfied by fsþ1ðhÞ over Xsþ1: Proceed to stage s þ 2:
Step 4: If we arrived at this step, then there is no diagonalization to be done.

Define fsþ1 ¼ f 0
s ; Xsþ1 ¼ X 0

s ; Hsþ1 ¼ H 0
s; Gsþ1 ¼ G0

s; ksþ1 ¼ k0
s; and tsþ1 ¼ t0s: If we

arrived at Step 4 because condition 2 or 3 was satisfied in the search procedure in
Step 3, then declare Re satisfied. Proceed to stage s þ 2:

End of construction.

To prove the construction works, we verify the following lemmas.

Lemma 7.1. The search procedure in Step 3 of stage s þ 1 terminates.

Proof. Each condition in the search procedure is S0
1: Therefore, it suffices to show

that if conditions 2–4 do not hold, then condition 1 does hold.
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Suppose conditions 2–4 are not true. Because condition 4 does not hold, f 0
s ðasþ1

e Þ
and f 0

s ðbsþ1
e Þ are linearly independent. Therefore, by Proposition 5.4, there are

n;mAN such that jmcð f 0
s ðbsþ1

e ÞÞ � ncð f 0
s ðasþ1

e ÞÞjoR d: Fix such n;m; and with-

out loss of generality, assume that ncð f 0
s ðasþ1

e ÞÞoR mcð f 0
s ðbsþ1

e ÞÞ (the case for

the reverse inequality follows by a similar argument). Because c is an em-

bedding, nf 0
s ðasþ1

e ÞoG mf 0
s ðbsþ1

e Þ; and because condition 2 does not hold,

nje;sðasþ1
e ÞoG mje;sðbsþ1

e Þ:
Since t0s!f

0
s ðasþ1

e Þ and t0s!f
0

s ðbsþ1
e Þ are linearly independent, we use Proposition 5.5 to

conclude that there are nonzero c1 and c2 such that

mcð f 0
s ðbsþ1

e ÞÞ � ncð f 0
s ðasþ1

e ÞÞ
m

oR c1t
0
scð f 0

s ðasþ1
e ÞÞ þ c2t

0
scð f 0

s ðbsþ1
e ÞÞoR

d

m
:

We set x ¼ c1t0sf
0

s ðasþ1
e Þ þ c2t

0
sf

0
s ðbsþ1

e Þ; and note that mf 0
s ðbsþ1

e Þ � nf 0
s ðasþ1

e ÞoG mx;

cðxÞAð0; dÞ; and t0s! divides x in G: Furthermore, since c2a0; f 0
s ðbsþ1

e Þ � x is

independent from f 0
s ðasþ1

e Þ: Finally, to see that x diagonalizes for Re:

0oR mcð f 0
s ðbsþ1

e ÞÞ � ncð f 0
s ðasþ1

e ÞÞoR mcðxÞ

) mf 0
s ðbsþ1

e Þ � mx oG nf 0
s ðasþ1

e Þ;

which implies that mð fsðbsþ1
e Þ � xÞoG nfsðasþ1

e Þ as required.
Finally, Proposition 5.6 implies that elements u2eþ2;y; uk0

s
exist with the required

level of independence. &

Lemma 7.2. Each hAH is assigned a unique reduced dependence relation of the form

ay ¼ c0x0 þ?þ cnxn: Furthermore, if hAHs and xs
0;y; xs

n are the initial elements of

Xs; then this relation has a solution in G:

Proof. The first time an approximate basis is chosen after h enters H; h is assigned a
unique reduced dependence relation. If hAHsWHs�1; then fsðhÞ satisfies a
dependence relation of the form ay ¼ c0x

s
0 þ c1x

s
1 þ?þ cks

xs
ks

with a; jcijpts:

We show by induction that for all uXs this equation has a solution in G: Notice that
if uXs; then jXujXjXsj; so there are enough approximate basis elements in Xu for this
equation to make sense. Assume that the equation has a solution at stage u; and we
consider it at stage u þ 1:

X 0
u coheres with Xu; so ay ¼ c0x0

0;u þ c1x0
1;u þ?þ cks

x0
ks;u

has a solution. If we do

not diagonalize at stage u þ 1; then Xuþ1 ¼ X 0
u; and we are done. If we do diagonalize

at stage u þ 1; then our conditions on X 00
u guarantee that the equation has a solution

over X 00
u :We then choose Xuþ1 so that it coheres with X 00

u ; and hence the equation has

a solution over Xuþ1: &

Lemma 7.3. Suppose s þ 1 is a stage at which we diagonalize, and a oG bAG0
s satisfy

the dependence relations ay ¼ c0x
0
0;s þ?þ ckx0

k;s and by ¼ d0x0
0;s þ?þ dkx0

k;s: If
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a00; b00AG are the solutions to ay ¼ c0x
sþ1
0 þ?þ ckxsþ1

k and by ¼ d0xsþ1
0 þ?þ

dkxsþ1
k ; then a00 oG b00:

Proof. At stage s þ 1; we set d 0 to be oR the least distance between any pair cðhÞ
and cðgÞ; with hagAG0

s; and we set d ¼ d 0=ð3tsþ1ð1þ k0
sÞÞ: Let a0 and b0 be the

solutions to the equations for a and b over X 00
s : We first show that a0ob0:

If X 00
s ¼ fx00

0;s;y; x00
k0

s;s
g; then by our restrictions on cðxÞ and cðuiÞ; we have that

jcðx0
i;sÞ � cðx00

i;sÞjpd for each i: Therefore, since a40;

jcðaÞ � cða0ÞjpjcðaaÞ � cðaa0Þjpðk0
s þ 1Þt0sd ¼ d 0=3:

Similarly, jcðbÞ � cðb0Þjpd 0=3: However, since jcðaÞ � cðbÞjXd 0; we have that
cða0Þocðb0Þ and hence, a0ob0:

Finally, since Xsþ1 coheres with X 00
s ; we know that a0ob0 implies that a00ob00; as

required. &

Lemma 7.4. For each sAN; each a; b; cAHs and each tXs; we have

fsðaÞ þ fsðbÞ ¼ fsðcÞ ) ftðaÞ þ ftðbÞ ¼ ftðcÞ

and

fsðaÞpfsðbÞ ) ftðaÞpftðbÞ:

Proof. First, we check that addition is preserved. If a and b are assigned the
dependence relations ay ¼ c0x0 þ?þ ckxk and by ¼ d0x0 þ?þ dkxk; respec-
tively, then by the definition of an approximate basis, c is assigned the reduced
version of

abðg þ hÞ ¼ ðbc0 þ ad0Þx0 þ?þ ðbck þ adkÞxk:

At every stage t after the assignment of these dependence relations, ftðaÞ; ftðbÞ; and
ftðcÞ are defined to be the solutions of these relations relative to Xt: Therefore,
ftðaÞ þG ftðbÞ ¼ ftðcÞ:

Second, we check that the ordering is preserved. Assume that a; bAGs are such
that fsðaÞoG fsðbÞ: We show by induction on tXs that ftðaÞoG ftðbÞ: Since X 0

tþ1

coheres with Xt; we know that if a0; b0AG are the solutions to the dependence
relations assigned to a and b; respectively, relative to the basis X 0

tþ1; then a0 oG b0: If

we do not diagonalize at stage t þ 1; then Xtþ1 ¼ X 0
tþ1; so we are done. If we do

diagonalize, then we apply Lemma 7.3. &

Lemma 7.5. Each approximate basis element xs
i reaches a limit, and the set of these

limits forms a basis for G: Furthermore, each witness as
e and bs

e reaches a limit and each

requirement Re is eventually satisfied.
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Proof. It is clear that if the elements xs
i reach limits, then they will form a basis for G:

Therefore, since each xs
i is eventually chosen to be an as

e or a bs
e; it suffices to show by

induction on e that as
e and bs

e reach limits and that each Re requirement is eventually

satisfied. Since as
0 ¼ xs

0 is always defined to be the first nonidentity element in G; this

element never changes, and hence reaches a limit a0:
Consider bs

0 ¼ xs
1: Let y be the N least element of G such that fa0; zg is

independent. Since our algorithm for choosing a coherent basis always chooses theN
least elements it can, we eventually find a stage when we recognize that fas

0; bs
0g is

dependent and we pick y1 to be z in Phase 2 of the coherent basis algorithm. From
this stage on, whenever we run this algorithm, we choose y1 to be z; so eventually by
Proposition 5.6 we will find an appropriate linear combination of bs

0 and z and set

bsþ1
0 to be this linear combination. Since bsþ1

0 is now independent from a0; it will not

change again unless R0 diagonalizes.
Once bs

0 has reached a limit, R0 is guaranteed to win if it ever chooses

to diagonalize. This is because once fas
0; bs

0g is independent, the search procedure in

Step 3 cannot end in condition 4. If R0 never wants to diagonalize, then R0 is
satisfied for trivial reasons. If R0 does diagonalize, then bs

0 changes one last time, but

it remains independent of a0 and hence will never change again.
We can now consider the case for e þ 1: Assume we have passed a stage such that

as
0; bs

0;y; as
e; bs

e have all reached their limits and no requirement Ri; with ipe; ever

wants to act again. As above, let z1 and z2 be the N least elements of G such that
fas

0; bs
0;y; as

e; bs
e; z1; z2g is independent. It is possible that the action of diagonalization

for a higher priority requirement will have made as
eþ1 and bs

eþ1 independent from the

elements above. If not, then the algorithm for picking a coherent basis eventually finds
that they are dependent and redefines as

eþ1 to be a linear combination

with z1 and redefines bs
eþ1 to be a linear combination with z2: After this point, as

eþ1

will never change again, and bs
eþ1 will only change if Reþ1 wants to act. As above, if

Reþ1 ever wants to act, then it is guaranteed to win because the search in Step 3 cannot
end in condition 4. Therefore, Reþ1 is eventually satisfied and bs

eþ1 reaches a limit. &

Lemma 7.6. For each s and each hAHs; the sequence ftðhÞ for tXs reaches a limit.

Proof. Suppose hAHs and h is assigned the relation ay ¼ c0x0 þ?þ ckxk: For tXs;
ftðhÞ is the solution to this equation over Xt: Therefore, once each xt

i reaches a limit,

so does ftðhÞ: &

This ends the proof of Theorem 1.11. To finish the proof of Theorem 1.3, we need
one more lemma.

Lemma 7.7. H admits a computable basis.

Proof. For iAN; define di to be the element assigned the reduced equation y ¼ xs
i

and let f be the pointwise limit of fs: Then, f ðdiÞ ¼ limsx
s
i ¼ xi: Since fxijiANg is a

basis for G; fdijiANg is a basis for H: &
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8. Proofs of Theorems 1.12 and 1.4

For this section, we fix a computable ordered abelian group G with infinite rank
which is not Archimedean, but has only finitely many Archimedean classes. Assume
G has r nontrivial Archimedean classes and fix positive representatives G1;y;Gr for
these classes. Since every nonidentity element gAG satisfies gEGi for a unique i; we
can effectively determine the Archimedean class of each g:

For each 1pipr; let Li be the computable subgroup fgAGjg5Gig: Also,
let Ei be the least nontrivial Archimedean class of the quotient group G=Li: Since Ei

is an Archimedean ordered group (with the induced order), we can fix maps
ci : Ei-R by Hölder’s Theorem. Since G has infinite rank, at least one of the Ei

groups must have infinite rank. We will say that Gi represents an infinite rank

Archimedean class if Ei has infinite rank. Otherwise, Gi represents a finite rank

Archimedean class.
The key to proving Theorems 1.12 and 1.4 is to find the correct analogues of

Propositions 5.4 and 5.6 and Lemma 6.3. Once we have these results, the arguments
presented in Sections 6 and 7 can be used with minor changes.

Definition 8.1. A finite subset G0CG is closed under Archimedean differences if for all
g; hAG0 such that gEh but g � hig; we have g � hAG0:

Lemma 8.2. If G0CG is finite, then there is a finite set G0
0 such that G0CG0

0 and G0
0 is

closed under Archimedean differences.

Proof. Start with the largest Archimedean class occurring in G0 and compare all
pairs of elements in this class. For each pair such that gEh and g � hig; add g � h

to G0: Considering each Archimedean class in G0 in decreasing order, we close G0

under Archimedean differences by adding only finitely many elements. &

Definition 8.3. XCG is nonshrinking if for all x0E?ExnAX and co-
efficients c0;y; cn with at least one cia0; we have c0x0 þ?þ cnxnEx0: X is
t-nonshrinking if this property holds with the absolute values of the coefficients
bounded by t:

Theorem 8.4. There is a nonshrinking basis for G:

Proof. For each 1pipr; fix a set Bi of elements bi
j such that each bi

jEGi and the set

of elements bi
j þ Li is a basis for Ei: The fact that the bi

j elements are independent

modulo Li means that for any coefficients c1;y; ck with at least one cja0; we have

ðc1bi
1 þ?þ ckbi

kÞ þ LiaLi

and hence c1b
i
1 þ?þ ckbi

keLi: Since each bi
jEGi; this implies that c1bi

1 þ?þ
ckbi

kEGi: Therefore, Bi is nonshrinking.
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It remains to show that B ¼
S

1pipr Bi is a basis for G: First, B is independent

since each Bi is independent and nonshrinking. Second, to see that B spans G; let
gAG be such that gEGi: For some choice of coefficients a; c1;y; ck and elements

bi
1;y; bi

k; we can write

ag þ Li ¼ ðc1bi
1 þ?þ ckbi

kÞ þ Li:

Therefore, c1b
i
1 þ?þ ckbi

k � ag5Gi: If this element is equal to 0G; then we are

done. Otherwise, we can repeat this process with c1bi
1 þ?þ ckbi

k � ag: Since there

are only finitely many Archimedean classes, this process must stop and show that
some multiple of g is a linear combination of elements of B: &

Definition 8.5. Let G0CG be finite. X0 is an approximate nonshrinking basis for G0

with weight t0 if X0 is an approximate basis for G0 with weight t0 and X0 is t0-
nonshrinking.

As before, an approximate nonshrinking basis is a sequence, but we abuse
notation and treat it as a set. Furthermore, we think of X0 as broken down into

Archimedean classes, and we treat X0 as a sequence of sequences, /X 1
0 ;y;X r

0S;

where X i
0 is the sequence of elements xAX0 for which xEGi:

Definition 8.6. If G0CG1 are finite subsets and X0 ¼ fx0
0;y; x0

k0
g is an approximate

nonshrinking basis for G0 of weight t0; then the approximate nonshrinking basis

X1 ¼ fx1
0;y; x1

k1
g for G1 of weight t1 coheres with X0 if

1. Conditions 1,3, and 4 from Definition 6.2 hold, and

2. for each Archimedean class X i
0 inside X0; if X i

0 ¼ fx0
i0
;y; x0

il
g and j is such that

fx0
i0
;y; x0

ij
g is independent, but fx0

i0
;y; x0

ijþ1
g is not, then fx0

i0
;y; x0

ij
gCX1:

We can now give the analogues of Propositions 5.4 and 5.6 and of Lemma 6.3.

Proposition 8.7. Let fb0; b1gCG be independent and nonshrinking such that

b0Eb1EGi: Then, for any d40AR; there are nonzero coefficients c0; c1 such that

jciððc0b0 þ LiÞ þ ðc1b1 þ LiÞÞjod:

Proof. This lemma is a direct consequence of Proposition 5.4. &

Proposition 8.8. Let B ¼ fb0;y; bmgCG be independent and nonshrinking such that

bjEGi for each j; and assume that Gi represents an infinite rank Archimedean class. Let

X ¼ fx0;y; xngCG be such that xjEGi for each j; and fix d40AR and p40AN:

There are elements a0;y; anAG such that

1. fb0;y; bm;x0 þ a0;y; xn þ ang is independent and nonshrinking, and

2. for each j; (p divides aj), (xj þ ajEGi), and jciðaj þ LiÞjod:
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Proof. As in Proposition 5.6, we prove this lemma for x0 and then proceed by
induction. If B,fx0g is independent and nonshrinking, then let a0 ¼ 0G: Otherwise,
there are coefficients c0;y; cm; a with a40 such that c0b0 þ?þ cmbm þ ax0 ¼
y5Gi: Solving for ax0 gives ax0 ¼ y � c0b0 �?� cmbm:

Since Gi represents an infinite rank Archimedean class, we can fix a bEGi such
that fb0 þ Li;y; bm þ Li; b þ Lig is independent in G=Li: Clearly, B,fbg is
independent, but by the argument in Theorem 8.4, it is also nonshrinking. Next,
we apply Proposition 8.7 to get nonzero coefficients c0; c1 such that jciððc0b0 þ
LiÞ þ ðc1b þ LiÞÞjod=p and we let a0 ¼ pc0b0 þ pc1b:

To see that B,fx0 þ a0g is independent and nonshrinking, suppose there are
coefficients d0;y; dm; b such that d0b0 þ?þ dmbm þ bðx0 þ a0Þ ¼ z5Gi: Since B is
independent and nonshrinking, we know ba0: Multiplying by a and performing
several substitutions, we get

ad0b0 þ?þ admbm þ bax0 þ baa0 ¼ az5Gi;

ad0b0 þ?þ admbm þ bðy � c0b0 �?� cmbmÞ þ baðpc0b0 þ pc1bÞ ¼ az

and

ðad0 � bc0 þ bapc1Þb0 þ ðad1 þ bc1Þb1 þ?

þ ðadm � bcmÞbm þ bapc1b ¼ az � by5Gi:

Since bapc1a0; the bottom equation contradicts the fact that B,fbg is independent
and nonshrinking. &

Lemma 8.9. Let G0CG1 be finite sets and assume that G0 is closed under

Archimedean differences. Let X0 be an approximate nonshrinking basis for G0 with

weight t0: There exists an approximate nonshrinking basis X1 for G1 which coheres

with X0:

Proof. If X0 is independent and nonshrinking, then let X1 be any independent
nonshrinking extension of X0 which spans G1: If X0 is either not independent or not
nonshrinking, then we begin by partitioning X0 into Archimedean classes. For
simplicity of notation, assume that there are only two Archimedean classes in X0:
The general case follows by a similar argument, which is sketched after the case of
two Archimedean classes. Let X0 ¼ fb1;y; blg,fe1;y; emg; where biEGb and
eiEGe for Archimedean representatives Gb5Ge:

Second, consider each Archimedean class in X0 and separate out the initial
segment which is independent and nonshrinking. That is,

X0 ¼ fb1;y; big,fbiþ1;y; blg,fe1;y; ejg,fejþ1;y; emg;
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where fb0;y; big is independent and nonshrinking, but fb0;y; biþ1g is not (and
similarly for ej). Let d40AR be less than the minimum of all the following

conditions:

1. jcbðx þ LbÞj for xAG0; xEGb; and
2. jcbðx þ LbÞ � cbðy þ LbÞj for x; yAG0 with xEyEGb and x þ Lbay þ Lb; and
3. jceðx þ LeÞj for xAG0 with xEGe; and
4. jceðx þ LeÞ � ceðy þ LeÞj for x; yAG0 with xEyEGe and x þ Leay þ Le:

Let d 0 ¼ d=ð3t0ðl þ mÞÞ:
Apply Proposition 8.8 with B ¼ fb1;y; big; cb; d 0; t0!; and X ¼ fbiþ1;y; blg to

get faiþ1;y; alg: Also, apply Proposition 8.8 with B ¼ fe1;y; ejg; ce; d 0; t0!; and
X ¼ fejþ1;y; emg to get fa0

jþ1;y; a0
mg: Let

Y ¼ fb1;y; big,fbiþ1 þ aiþ1;y; bl þ alg,fe1;y; ejg,fejþ1 þ a0
jþ1;y; em þ a0

mg:

Since Y is independent and nonshrinking, we can extend it to X1 which is
independent, nonshrinking, spans G1; and for which jX1jXjX0j: Clearly, X1 is an
approximate nonshrinking basis for G1: To see that X1 coheres with X0; notice that
X1 is t1-independent and t1-nonshrinking for arbitrarily large t1: Also, the fact that
t0! divides each ak and a0

k shows that every equation over X0 which defines an

element of G0 has a solution over X1:
To check the last condition, suppose gohAG0 satisfy the reduced equations

ay ¼ c1b1 þ?þ clbl þ clþ1e1 þ?þ clþmem

and

by ¼ d1b1 þ?þ dlbl þ dlþ1e1 þ?þ dlþmem;

respectively. Let g0; h0AG be the solutions to these equations over X1; that is, with
ðbiþ1 þ aiþ1Þ through ðbl þ alÞ in place of biþ1 through b1; and ðejþ1 þ a0

jþ1Þ through
ðem þ a0

mÞ in place of ejþ1 through em:

We need to show that g0oh0: There are several cases to consider. First, suppose
gEGb and hEGe: goh implies that h40G; and gEGb implies that the coefficients
clþ1;y; clþm are all 0: Therefore, g0EGb; and similarly, h0EGe: We claim that h40G

implies that h040G: To see this fact, notice

bh � bh0 ¼ diþ1aiþ1 þ?þ dlal þ dlþjþ1a
0
jþ1 þ?þ dlþma0

m:

Therefore, jceððbh � bh0Þ þ LeÞjpðl þ mÞt0d 0pd=3: Since jceðh þ LeÞj4d and
jceððh � h0Þ þ LeÞjpjceððbh � bh0Þ þ LeÞj; we have that ceðh0 þ LeÞ40: The defini-
tion of the quotient order and the fact that ce is an embedding imply that h040G:
Putting these facts together, we have that g0EGb5GeEh0 and h040G; and therefore
g0oh0: A similar analysis applies when gEGe and hEGb:

It remains to consider the case when gEh: Assume gEhEGe and consider the
case when g � hEGe: In this case, g þ Leah þ Le; so g þ Leoh þ Le; and hence
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ceðg þ LeÞoceðh þ LeÞ: By calculations similar to those above and those in Lemma
6.3 involving our choice of d 0; we have that ceðg0 þ LeÞoceðh0 þ LeÞ: Therefore
g0 þ Leoh0 þ Le; which implies g0oh0:

If gEhEGe; but h � g5Ge; then since G0 is closed under Archimedean differences,
we know that h � gAG0 and since goh; we have 0Goh � g: Again, by our choice of
d; this means that 0Goh0 � g0; and so g0oh0:

Finally, if gEhEGb; then since G0 is closed under Archimedean differences and Gb

represents the smallest Archimedean class in G0; we know g � hEGb: The analysis
for the case when gEhEGe applies in this case as well.

We now sketch the general case. Suppose there are k Archimedean classes in X0:

We partition X0 into Archimedean classes, X0 ¼ fb1
1;y; b1

n1
g,?,fbk

1 ;y; bk
nk
g

corresponding to the representatives Gb1 ;y;Gbk
: Next, for each jpk; we separate

out the initial segment of fb
j
1;y; bj

nj
g which is independent and nonshrinking,

fb
j
1;y; bj

mj
g,fb

j
mjþ1;y; bj

nj
g: We fix d40AR; as above, which is less that the

minimum for all jpk of

1. jcbj
ðx þ Lbj

Þj for xAG0; xEGbj
; and

2. jcbj
ðx þ Lbj

Þ � cbj
ðy þ Lbj

Þj for each x; yAG0 with xEyEGbj
and x þ Lbj

ay þ
Lbj

:

Let d 0 ¼ d=3t0ðn1 þ?þ nkÞ: For each jpk; we apply Proposition 8.8 to get

fa
j
mjþ1;y; aj

nj
g: Let Y ¼

S
jpkfb

j
1;y; bj

mj
; b

j
mjþ1 þ a

j
mjþ1;y; bj

nj
þ aj

nj
g: Since Y is

independent and nonshrinking, we can extend it to X1 which is independent,
nonshrinking, and spans G1: As above, our definition of d 0 implies that if hAG0 is
positive and satisfies a reduced equation over X0; then the solution h0 to the same
equation over X1 is also positive. The proof that X1 coheres with X0 now breaks into
cases exactly as above. &

Now that we have the appropriate replacements for Propositions 5.4 and 5.6 and
Lemma 6.3, we sketch the remainder of the argument. There is a search procedure to
make Lemma 8.9 effective just as in Section 6, except when we search for dependence
relations, we also search for sums which shrink in terms of the Archimedean classes.

For our given group G; we build H and a D0
2 isomorphism f : H-G in stages as

before. We again meet the requirements

Re: je : H-G is not an isomorphism

by diagonalization. The first change in the construction is to use approximate
nonshrinking bases instead of just approximate bases. These insure that our basis at
the end of the construction is nonshrinking.

The second change is to fix the part of the basis for the finite rank Archimedean
classes at stage 0. For each Gi which represents a finite rank Archimedean class,
let ni ¼ rankðEiÞ; where Ei is the subgroup of G=Li consisting of the least nontrivial
Archimedean class. Pick a set Bi which is independent, nonshrinking, has size ni;
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and such that for all xABi; xEGi: Place these elements in the approximate
nonshrinking basis at stage 0. Since these elements are in fact independent and
nonshrinking, they will remain in all approximate nonshrinking bases chosen later in
the construction.

The third change is to fix the least i such that Gi represents an infinite rank
Archimedean class. We perform the diagonalization to meet Re using approximate
basis elements which are EGi: Just as Proposition 5.4 is used in Lemma 7.1 to
perform the diagonalization, Proposition 8.7 is used here.

With these changes, the proofs for Theorems 1.12 and 1.14 proceed just as those
for Theorems 1.11 and 1.3.
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